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PREFACE
The three-dimensional rigid-lid model is Intended to be used for
hydrothermal predictions of closed basins subjected to a heated discharge
together with various other inflows and outflows. This volume has been
written In order to assist any prospective user In applying the model to
specific sites. Derivation of the governing equations and various other
details have been omitted. The programs are fairly general and only
one subroutine and a data file has to be rewritten for specific cases.
This work was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA-KSC) and the Environmental Protection Agency(EPA-RTP) .
NOTICE
The information in this document has been funded wholly or in
part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency under
assistance agreement 78-DX-0166 to the University of Miami, Coral
Gables, Florida. It has been subject to the Agency's peer and
administrative review and it has been approved for publication as
an EPA document. Mention of trade names or cotmercial products does
not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
ABSTRACT
The three-dimensional rigid-lid mor tal was developed by the thermal
pollution group at the University of Miami and verified for accuracy at
various sites. The model results have been found to be fairly accurate
ire all the verification runs. The model Is intended to be used as a
predictive tool in futut s sites and this manual has been written to enable
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The need for mathematical modeling in predicting and monitoring
thermal pollution was discussed In previous reports by Veziroglu et al.
(1973, 1974)	 Predictive studies of ecosystems can only be made by
mathematical models. A prior knowledge of the effects of disturbances
Is essential for environmental impact studies. Thus, the mathematical
model is a crucial tool In decisions Involving power plant siting, land
development, etc.
The University of Miami team undertook development of a methodology
using remote sensing and numerical modeling to study thermal pollution.
The use of remotely-sensed data In modeling has been discussed by Sen-
gupta et al. (1974) . The remote sensing effort has been discussed In
detail In previous publications. This volume has been written so as to
enable a user to apply_ the mathematical model to new sites for predl rive
purposes.
The hydrodynamics and thermodynamics of an ecosystem are con-
trolled by geometry, meteorological conditions and physical characteristics
of the water such as density, salinity and turbidity. In this model the
effects of salinity and turbidity have been neglected. Hence, the govern-
Ing equations are composed of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and the energy equation. Various assumptions can be made for
different situations leading to simplification or eilmiliation of equations.
The main simplifying assumption in this case is the rigid-lid assumption.
This means that surface height fluctuations are not simulated 1,y this
model, and this Is a reasonable assumption for most applications (e.g.,
Lakes) .
The rigid-lid model has the following capabilities;
1, It predicts the wind-driven circulation.
Z. It predicts the circulation caused by Inflows and outflows to the
domain.
3. It predicts the thermal effects in the domain.
4. It combines the aforementioned pr cesses.
The calibration procedure consists of comparing ground-truth cor-




Various numerical models have been developed to study the effects
of heated discharge and meteorological conditions on bodies of water.
Most of these models are one or two dimensional. These models have a
high computational speed but only give horizontally or vertically averaged
values of temperatures.
Three-dimensional models, however, have a much finer resolution
but they consume larger ccmputer time. The three-dimensional rigid-
lid model can be used to obtain detailed temperature and velocity distri-
butions in a domain where surface: gravity waves are small compared to
the depth of the domain. This model, as compared to free-surface mo-
dels, runs faster since surface gravity waves are eliminated by the
rigid-lid assumption.
A proper method of using this model would be to run a one-dimen-
sional model initially to obtain a rough picture of the temperatures and
then using this model to obtain a better resolution, the 1-D results being
used as ambient conditions.
The following improvements have been suggested for the model.
1. Since all natural flows are turbulent, proper turbulent closures are
needed to make the model meaningful. At pr,)sent, the simplest
possible closures, namely constant eddy viscosities and eddy diffu-
sivities, have been used. However, better results may be obtained
by using a nigher order closure.
2. At present, the model uses uniform horizontal grids and stretched
vertical grids. Nonuniform horizontal grids could be introduced for
better resolution near the boundaries.
3. The program has been written to be run as a batch-job on the com-
puter. It could be made interactive so as to enable the user to run
it on a terminal. However, this would require some modifications in
order to reduce the storage space.
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SECTION 3
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHART
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM ALGORITHM
The governing equations for a body of water which are derived from
the basic laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy are shown
In Table 1. These equations incorporate a vertically-stretched coordinate
system so as to make the model general enough to handle any kind of
bottom topography. The problem is set up as an initial value problem.
The initial values of the water velocities and temperatures are specified
and the model is run so as to give the values of the above quantities =n
subsequent time periods using an explicit scheme. The sequence of the
calculations are as follows:
1. The initial values of the velocities and temperatures are read into
the program, the region of interest within the basin being classified
into interior, corner or boundary points. (Subroutines used are
READ 3K, INITIA, INITIT, HEIGHT.)
2. The data, which includes the boundary conditions such as the
various meteorological parameters like surface wind speed, air
temperature, humidity and solar radiation are read into the program
using subroutine READ 2.
3. Depending un the site chosen, the various discharges (volume flow
rate, velocities and temperatures) in and out of the basin are read
a. into the model. These are incorporated in the subroutine INLETI.
4. The momentum, continuity and energy equations are now solved to
determine the velocities and temperatures in the subsequent time
steps. The predictive equation for pressure (viz. , the Poisson
equation) is solved iteratively to determine the pressures at various
points of the domain. (Note: Because of the rigid-lid assumption,
the surface or lid pressure is no longer atmospheric.)
THE PROGRAM FLOW CHART IS SHOWN IN FIGUF c 1
The various subroutines used are as well as a brief description of
their functions are shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Symbols Used in Governing Equations
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U -- u /Uref
V = v /U ref
W - W /U ref
t = t /tref
E = H /L
P - P /PrefUref2





AH = AH /A rPf	 nondimensional horizontal eddy viscosity
Av = Av /Aref	 nondimensional vertical eddy viscosity
BH ` BH/Bref	 nondimensional horizontal eddy viscosity
By = By/Bref	 nondimensional vertical eddy viscosity
Re = (U ref L) /A ref ' R  = U ref /fL, P r = A ref /Bref
Pe
	Re, Pr, E  = gH /Uref2
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Table 1. Governing Equations
Continuity Equation:
a (hu) + a (hv) + h an = o
3a	 a s	 9 
Momentum Equation:
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SECTION 4
LIST OF PROGRAM SYMBOLS USED IN MAIN' PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION OF MAIN VARIABLES
A. A - constant in equation of :state, p = A + BT + CT2
AREF - reference eddy viscosity
AA - value of 'V' at plume inlet
ABR - 1 /Rossby number
AH - 1 /Reynolds number
Al - coefficient in front of pressure term
AKT - (Ks ) (tired /(Bz)
AP - coefficient in front of pressure term
ARBP - arbitrary pressure
AV- e—^.R where e = L
E
A3 - normalized vertical eddy coefficient of viscosity
ANGLE •- wind direction angle;
B. B - constant in equation of state, p = A + BT + CT2
BB - value of 'V' at plume inlet (at 1=10)
BZ - pCpBv
BV - normalized vertical eddy diffusivity, normalized with respect
to reference eddy diffusivity
C. C - constant it equation of state, p = A + BT + CT2
CC - value of y (constant)
CW - temperature gradient at vertical boundaries
CB - temperature gradient at the bottom
61
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DT	 - time increment
DX - increment in x-direction
DY - increment in y-direction
DZ - increment in Z-direction
D1HUX	 - a (hu)
ax
DIHVY
















D 2V X	 — a-	 V
ax
D 1VWX —	 a(vw)
D1UZ —
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DLZ -	 DX2) DY11)
E. E	 - V at previous time step
EPS -	 convergence criterion
EUL -	 Enler number
EX	 - residual error in pressure iteration
F. PH	 - forcing function in pressure equation
FW	 - factor in wind stress calculation formula
G. G	 - dummy variable for V (for future time step)
H. H	 - dummy variable for U (for future time step)
HI	 - nondimensional depth = h
HREF -	 reference depth
HX	 - aH
as
HY - a Has
I.	 IN - maximum number of grid points in x-direction
IWN - maximum number of half-grid points in x-direction, IWN =
IN - 1
1 - index of x-axis, main grid
ITN - Index for number of iterations
IW - index for x-axis, half grid
IRON - index for number of runs
= 0, first run
= 1, from second time onwards
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ISGNX, ISGNY - determine signs of TAUX and TAUX respectively
J. J - index for y-axis, main grid
JW - Index for y-axis, half grid
JWN - maximum number of half-grid points in y-direction
JWN - JN - 1
JN - maximum number of main grid points In y-direction
K. K - Index for Z-axis
KSTORE - specified usage of tape for storing results
KN - maximum number of main grid points in Z-direction
KISS - surface heat transfer coefficient (nondimensional)
L - maximum length of the domain
LN - number of time steps to be computed
LLN - total number of time steps /LN
M. MAR - number to describe general location of a point in the main
grid
MRH - number of describe general location of a point in the half
grid
MAXIT - maximum number of iterations
O. OMEGA - relaxation factor
P. P - nondimensional pressure
PN - New pressure, nondimensional
PINTH - dummy variable for pressure (future time step)
R. R - dimensional density at main grid points
RE - Reynolds number
RB - Rossby number
RINTX -	 density integrated with respect to x




RO - nondimensional density at main grid points
ROW - nondimensional density at half grid points
RREF - reference density (gm /cc)
RW - dimensional density at half grid paints (gm /cc)
RADN - solar radiation (w /m2)
T. T - nondimensional temperature at main grid points
TO - Initial temperature (dimensional) (°C)
TAMB - ambient temperature (dimensional) (°C)
TAIR - air temperature (dimensional) (°C)
TAI - coefficient in front of convective terms in the energy equa-
tion, = 1.
T AH --- where	 P = R x Pe	 e	 r
e
TAV -	 where
	 e = H
TE - equilibrium temperature (dimensional) (°C)
TTOT - total time elapsed
TAUX — au/ay  (nondimensional)
TAUY - Way  (nondimensional)
TEM - dimensional temperature at main grid points
TEMW - dimensional temperature at half-grid points
TREF - reference temperature
TW - nondimensional temperature at half-grid points
TLL - temperature at the discharge point (nondimensional)
TSU - water surface temperature (nondimensional)
TDEW - dewpoint temperature (dimensional)
U. U - velocity In x-direction (nondimensional)
V. V - velocity in y-direction (nondimensional)
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VVIS - vertical eddy viscosity (nondimensional)
W. W - velocity In Z-direction (nondimensional)
WH - W at half-grid points
WHLDT - time derivative of WH at lid (i.e., at (WH) /Z = 0)
X. XINT - integral of x terms on the right-hand side of Poisson's
equation
X - horizontal coordinate across discharge




Y - horizontal coordinate across discharge
Z.	 Z - vertical coordinate
MARKER MATRICES
The following number convention is used for the MAR = matrix sys-
tem, which classifies points (or nodes) on the main grid system =(Refer to Figure).
MAR = 0, points outside the region of interest.
MAR = 1, point on the far y-boundary.
 .
MAl? = 2, point on the near y-boundary.
MAR = 3, point on the near x-boundary.
MAR - 4, point on the far x-boundary.
MAR = 5, outside corner on near x-houndary and fat , y-boundary.
MAR = 6, inside corner on far x--boundary and far y-boundary.
MAR 7, outside corner on near x-boundary and near y-boundary.
MAR = 8, inside corner on near x-boundary and near y-boundary.
MAR = 9, outside corner on far x-boundary and near y-boundary.
MAR = 10, outside corner on far x-boundary and far y-boundary.
MAR = 11, points in the interior of the region of interest.
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The following number convention is used to describe the MRH (ma-
trix for the half-grid system) .
MRH = 1, corner at far x-boundary and far y-boundary.
MRH - 2, points on near y-boundary.
MRH = 3, points on near x-boundary.
MRH = 4, corner at near x and near y-boundaries.
MRH = 6, far corner on x-axis.
MRH = 7, corner at far x and y-boundaries.




This section presents the steps to be followed in order to run the
m(Wel for a particular location.
1. The boundaries are chosen depending on the particular situation, the
general idea being to include all Inflows and outflows. If a heated
discharge enters the body of water the region of interest Must be
chosen so as to Include this since it Is a major factor in determining
the size and spread of the resulting plume.
2. The grid size is chosen depending on the resolution required. The
user should remember that tho choice of the grid size directly deter-
mines the maximum allowable time step since this is directly re-
lated by thn various stability criteria. (See choice of time step in
Section 6.)
3. Specify number of full-grid points IN, JN, KN and number of half-
grid points IWN, JWN. Since the actual domain may be smaller than
the total rectangular region, INxJNxKN, the marker matrices MAR
and MRH are used to specify the domain so that points outside the
domain of interest skip the subsequent calculations.
4. IRUN is specified (= 0 for the first run, = 1 for subsequent runs).
KSTORE is specified to indicate whether any tape has been assigned
to store results of the run.
KSTORE = 0 if no tape has been assigned.
1 if tape has been assigned.
LLN is specified to denote the number of hours of simulation to be
carried out.
S. The depths at various places within the domain are specified using
subroutine HEIGHT. The various Inflows and outflows to the domain
are specified using INLETI. (For details please refer to Biscayne
Bay run, Sengupta et al. (1975).)
6. The various data like solar radiation, wind speed, wind direction and
dewpoint temperature are specified In a data file which is made by
the main program.




The data that is required for the execution of the main program Is
listed in Table 3 in the order it appears. Note, the data Input symbols
have already been defined In Section 4. Moreover, the following remarks
should be observed.
* Free format Is used for all data input.
* ,Distinction must be made for Integer and real number.




The plotting programs for the 3-D rigid-lid model are distinct from
the main program and subroutines used to run it. The used has an
option of either using a tape (Unit 8) during running the main program
TMAINN to store the results or just run It without storing the results.
For making subsequent continuation runs of TMAINN all that is required
Is the result of the last hour in the previous run. For plotting, however,
one needs the results of all the hours for which results are to be plotted.
These results are used as Input data to run the various plotting programs.
DESCRIPTION OF PLOT PROGRAMS
The following are the main plotting programs.
PLOT -	 plots surface isotherms,
PLUV - plots u, v components of the velocities (i.e. , • 'IC' sections) .
PLUW - plots u, w components of the ve'% 'r ,sties (i.e.,	 'j'	 sections).
PLVW - plots v, w components of the velocities (i.e.,
	 'i'	 sectionf,,t r,
SUBROUTINES
The various plot programs and subroutines are shown in Table 4.
Other subroutines seen in these programs (e.g., ARROHD, FLINE,
etc.) are standard FORTRAN subroutines used for plotting, using a
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The area of Interest Is Lake Keowee In South Carolina, which was
formed from 1968 through 1971 by damming the Little and Keowee rivers.
The lake is located about 40 km worst of Greenville and constitutes Duke
Power Company's Keowee-Toxaway complex.
Lake Keowee has two arms connected by a canal (maximum depth
30.5 m) . There are three power plants on the lake, namely, the Oconee
Nuclear Station, Keowee hydro station and Jocassee-pumped storage
station. The Oconee Nuclear Station is a three unit steam-electric sta-
tion with an installed capacity of generating 2580 MW. The Oconee
Nuclear Station draws in condenser-cooling water from the lower arm
of Lalke Keowee and discharges the heated effluent to the upper arm of
the lake, The intake structure for the condenser-cooling water allows
water from 20 to 27 m depth (full pond) to pass through. The discharge
structure has an opening from 9 to 12 meters below the water surface
(full pond) through which the CCW returns directly to the upper branch
of the lake.
Luke Jocassee Is located north of Lake Keowee and Is used as a reser-
voir for Jocassee-pumped storage station. Lake Keowee also serves as
the loner pond for this station. The Jocassee station has reversible
turbines with a maximum generating flow (into Lake Keowee) of about
820 m 3 /sec and a maximum pumping flow (out of Lake Keowee into Lake
Jocassee) of about 775 rr 3 /sec, the net flow into Like Keowee from Jocas-
see being about 15.5 m 3 /sec.
Lake Keowee has a full pond elevation of 243.8 gt above MSL. At
full pond it has a volume of approximately 1.18 x 10 m 3 , an area of
74 km2, a mean depth of 15.8 m and a shoreline of about 480 km. The
outflow from Lake Keowep
 is through Keowee hydro station and may wary
from approximately 1.4 m- /sec (leakage) to 560 m 3 /sec. Maximum allow-
able draw-down of the lake is 7.6 m.
A map of the area of Interest Is shown in Figure 3.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The object've of the present work is to find the three-dimensional
temperature and velocity distributions in the region where the effects
of the thermal discharge are noticeable. The effects of Jocassee-pumped
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storage station, Keowee hydro station as well as the meteorological condi-
tions have been Incorporated.
The region of Interest is chosen '<o include the effects of the Oconee
Nuclear Station discharge, the outflow through Keowee dam and the impact
of the Jocassee-pumped storage station on the velocity and temperature
distributions in Lake Keowee. The depth of the domain is cut off at 16
meters, since this Is the level at which the thermocline occurs. Hence,
for running the model, a constant depth region is considered. The plan
view of the domain is shown In Figure 4. (Note: For variable depth
refer to Biscayne Bay simulation studies by the University of Miami
thermal pollution group.) In this figure, AB is an open boundary which
takes care of the flow from or to the Jocassee-pumped storage station.
'C' shows the position of the flow in the canal connecting the two arms
of the lake. 'D' is the discharge point for the Oconee Nuclear Station
and 'E' Is the outflow from Keowee hydro station.
The inclusion of the above results In a domain 2895.6 m x 2438.4 m
In the horizontal plane. The horizontal grid size (in x and y directions)
is 152.4 m x 1 S2.4 m, giving a total of 20 x 17 (= 340) nodes in the
horizontal plane, out of which 293 lie in the region of interest. The
16 m constant depth region of interest is divided into 4 equal slices of
4 m each, giving at total of S nodes in the vertical (Z) /direction.
Hence, there are 293 x S nodes (grid points) in the region of Interest.
This region is specified using the MA!? and MRH marker matrices (Figure
S and Figure 6) .
Boundary Conditions
On the Jocassee effect boundary, the flow,4(elocity (varying with
time) is specified. Open-boundary condition (a y = 0) is specified for
the temperature.
The same is done for the Keowee hydro boundary. The only differ-
ence is that the values specified are at three points in the vertical plane
(i.a. , at K = 1, 2 and 3) since this region covers the discharge area.
For the Oconee Nuclear Station, the discharge velocity as well as
the discharge temperature Is specified at the discharge point.
Open-boundary conditions are specified for the temperature and
velocity at the canal. This, however, leads to a possible violation of
mass balance In the region of interest. This mass unbalance will
actually show up as a variation in the water level in the lake which is
beyond the capability of the rigid-lid model. .
At all solid boundaries as well as the artificial bottom (since the
bottom is cut off at 16 m) perfect insulation (temperature gradient = 0)
and zero velocity conditions are assumed.
At the surface, the vertical component of the velocity is specified
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as zero (rigid-lid constraint) . Surface wind shear stress and heat
transfer coefficient are specified.
Initial Conditions
The Initial values of the water velocities are assumed to be zero.
The initial temperature of the lake is assumed to be equal to the am-
bient water temperature (determined by running a one-dimensional
model) and Is taken to be uniform throughout the domain.
CALCULATION OF PARAMETERS AND INPUT DATA
Reference Quantities
Reference length = L = maximum length of the domain = 2895.6 m.
Reference horizontal eddy viscosity Aref = 0.002 L 413
= 38311.48 cm s sec.
For better agreement with data the value chosen is 60,000 cm 2 /sec.
Reference depth = H = 16 m.
Reference vertical AV = 0.002 x (H) 4/3.
Eddy viscosity = 37.43 cm 2 /sec.
Reference velocity =Vref = 30 cm /sec.
Reference temperature = T ref = 10.0°C.
Reference time = L/V ref = 9652 sec.
Calculation of Inflows and Outflows into the Domain (Used In INLETU
Oconee Nuclear Station Discharge Velocity--
The discharge is considered to take place through a point at a
depth of 12 m (k = 3). The discharge velocity is calculated as follows:
12 m
IdF	 152.4 m
The total discharge into the basin Is equal to:
(100 m x V x 152. 4 x 12) = Q
20
inhere Q = average discharge In m 3 /sac
.'.V = 8 go m144.1 /sec
= 7.42207 cm /sec
The average values of Q over 24 hrs is taken since the variation
Is negligible.
Nondimensional discharge Yplocity = VV-- CVO = 0.24740
ref
Keowee Hydro Discharge Velocity--
The outflow through the Keowee hydro station is through a channel
152.4 m x 12 m.
The volugre flowrate Q = 0S2.4 x 12 x V) m 3 /sec
where V = discharge velocity (m /sec)
.'.V = [Q/(152.4 x 12)) m /sec = ( 
"
Q	 1 cm /4aci a2. 4x 12x! 00-
Q is specified as a function of time in INL FT1.
The procedure for nondimensionalization is similar.
Jocassee Flow Velocity--
The entire flow to or from the Jocassee-pumped storage station is
assumed to take place through the entire upper boundary (AB in Figure
4) . The flow, through this area (shown below) is assumed to be uniform




13 x 1S2.4  m ------1—^'+^
V = Q /[ (16x13x152.4) x 1001 cm /sec.
Q = flow through Jocassee (m 3 /Sec).
Q is positive when Jocassee is generating (i.e., the flow is into
the region of interest) and negative when pumping (i.e., flow out of




The following are the inputs to TMAINN contained in the data file
IPUT (which includes values calculated earlier) .
Input No. of Data Symbol value# in Card
1 3 IRUN	 = 0
KSTORE	 = 1
LLN	 = 3
2 2 VVIS	 = 37.43/60,000 = 0.00062384
ABR	 = 0.78
3 4 Al	 = 1:0
AH= ^0, 000
	
= 0.0122817230 x 	 00
AV	 = (28- 6	 AH = 402.08304
AP	 = 1.0




5 3 DX	 = 152.4/2895.6 = 0.05263
DY	 = 0.05263
DZ	 = 4/16 = 0.25
6 3 TAI	 = 1.0
TAH	 = AH = 0.01228172
TAV	 = AV = 402.08304
7 3 A	 = 1.000428
B	 = -0.000019
22




8 1 TO =	 10.0
9 3 EUL =	 980 x3 (16x 100) 	=	 1742.222il
CW =	 0.0
CD =	 0.0
10 2 AA =	 0.24740
CC =	 16116 = 1.0
11 1 TLL =	 31.710
 -„ 10
12 1 TAU =	 0.0152 cm 2 /sec
13 1 DT Criterion (convective)
=
	 At e Ax- = 152. 30x 100
= 504 secs > 504 secs
Hence, convective criterion










choose best time step by
trial and error
14 1 CTTOT =	 tref /3600 = 2.6811 , 11








17 1 ANGLE See Table 5
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LAKE KEOWEE APPLICATION-EXECUTION DECK
The following execution deck is for use In the UNIVAC 1100 computer
at the University of Miami. These may have to be modified if a different
computer Is used.
(ALL PROGRAMS AND SUBPROGRAMS COMPILED AND STORED IN FILE)
First Run
1. 0 ASG, AX FILE.
(THE FILE IS ASSIGNED FOR THE RUN)
2. 0 ASG,T 8, 16N, TAPENAME.
(A TAPE FILE NAMES 1 8' IS BEING ASSIGNED. THE TAPE IS
9-TRACK, AND THE REEL NUMBER IS 'TAPENAME')
3. 0 PRT,S FILE. TMAINN
(THE MAIN PROGRAM IS PRINTED)
4. @ PACK FILE.
(THE FILE IS PACKED)
S. 0 PREP FILE.
(ENTRY POINT TABLE IS PREPARED)
6. 0 MAP:,S





(VALUE FOR IRUN,FIRST RUN: IRUN=O)
12. 24
(NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED, MINIMUM=1 HOUR, MAX=24)
24
13. 0
(0 IF MAGNETIC TAPE IS REQUIRED TO STORE RESULT, IF
NOT, ANY NUMBER)
14. @ ADD FILE. INPUT
(INPUT DATA FILE FOR THE PARTICULAR RUN)
15. 0 FIN
EXECUTION DECK FOR PLOT PROGRAMS
1. 0 ASG,AX FILE.
2. @ ASG,T 8. , 16N, TAPENAME.
3. 0 ASG,T 11., 16N, PLOTTAPE.
(A MAGNETIC TAPE FILE NAMED 1 11' IS BEING ASSIGNED. THE
TAPE IS 7-TRACK AND THE REEL NUMBER IS 'PLOTTAPE'. THE
PLOTS ARE STORED ON THIS TAPE)
4. 0 PRT,S FILE.PLOTTER
(THE PLOT PROGRAM IS PRINTED)
5. @ PACK FILE.
6. @ PREP FILE.
7. 0 MAPS




12. @ ADD FILE. INPUT
13. 0 FIN
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Table-2. Subroutines Required In Main Program TMAINN
No. Name Description Remarks;
1 DVISV Computes DIVY, MY, D1VX Called by subroutine INTE.
and D 2VX . Schemes used similar toDVISU.
2 DVISU Computes D1UX, D2UX, and Called by INTE.,
are computed at InWoVD1UY. boundary or corner pts
by sche we similar tc the
one used In DINERU.
3 DVVY Computes DIHVVY. Called by INTE.	 a	 (hvv)
Is computed for In 	 for,boundary or corner by a
scheme similar to the one
used in DINERU.
4 DUVY Computes DIHUVY. Called by INTE. 	 -a	 (huv)?Jlor,Is computed for In
boundary and corner- pts
by a scheme similar to the
one used In DINERU.
Computes D 1 HUUX and
DIHUVX.
Prints temperatures at a grid
point.
Prints the values of U and V
at all main grid points.
Prints the No. of iterations(ITN) and final residual error
In solving the Poisson equatioi
Prints the input para,:ieters.
Stores values of input para-
meters and physical quantities
on tape #8
Computes real vertical veloci-
ties from modified vertical











Called by INTE. The re-

















Table 2. Subroutines Required In Main Program TMAINN (Continued)
,No. Name	 Description	 Remarks'
12	 RWRH Computes real vertical veloci- Called by TMAINN.
ties at half-grid points.
13 DENSTY Uses the equation of state and Called by TMAINN.
computes density field from the
temperature field.
14	 TEQB Allows for vertical mixing at a If the temp at the grid
particular grid point. Program pt just above It is less
Is called by TMAINN. 	 and the difference is more
than a specified maximum,
the two temperatures are
averaged.
Sets the values of temperature
field at time step 'n' equal to
the temperature field at (n+1)
after all computations for time
step 5n ! are completed.
Computes temperatures at the
boundary points in the domain
of interest.
Computes temperatures at the
Interior points of the domain of
Interest.
Computes vertical velocities at
half-grid points.
Sets the values of D and E
equal to U and V respectively
in order to retain values of U
and V at one time step lag.
Computes U and V at the top
using wind stress boundary
conditions.
Computes U and V for variable






Called by TMAINN. Com-
putations are made for





field from Poisson l it Equation i
at half-grid points.
Computes R.H.S. of Poisson's Called by TMAINN. !
Equation at half grid points.
Computes DPSX and DPSY. Called by TMAINN.
Computes Yp In the Poisson's Called by TMAINN.
Equation.
Computes Xp in the Poisson's Called by TMAINN.
Equation.
Adds integral of Coriolis Called by TMAINN.
component XINT and YINT. x
k	 y
Computes XINT, YINT, DPSX, Called by INTE. ^
and DPSY. E
s i	 values	 f W aCompute	 the 	  o	 t Called b y TMAINN.
1, J from the values of WH at
IW, JW.
Sets the value of WH equal to Called by TMAINN. j
zero at the surface.
Calculates "Hirt and Harlow" Called by TMAINN.
correction term at half-grid
points and at the surface
(WHLDT).
Reads In Input parameters and Corresponds to store 2. r
physical quantities stored on Ca ged In by TMAINN.
tape #7.
Puts In velocities u and v Called by TMAINN.
pheme discharge, etc. into
the model.
Inputs depths of the basin This subroutine is for a





25	 1 ROI NTY








33	 INLET  1
34 HEIGHT






22 1 PRE1L Computes pressure for far	 Called by TMAINN.
Table-2.
 Swbroutines Required in Main Program TMAINN' (Continued)
No. Name Description Remarks'
35 INITIT Sets initial temperature field. Sets the temperature field
equal to ref temp (, t all
grid points.
Called by TMAINN.
36 INITIA Initializes values of U, V, WH, Called by TMAINN.
W, D, E and PI NT H.
37 READ W Classifies region of interest Called by TMAINN.
Into Interior, corner and
boundary points using matrix
MAR.
38 IPUT Data filets containing values of
Input data for the respective
days.
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I Read data cards I
1 First run? (IRUN = 0)1
READ 2 - Reads tape for-
data of previous run
I
INLETI - Inputs V, U, I
TD to start run
READ 3K - Ciassiflas the re-
gion into interior, corner or
boundary points.
IN'ITIA - Initializes U, V, W,
WH, D, E and P.
INITiT - Initializes T and p.
HEIGHT - Inputs depth.
INLETI - Inputs V, U, TD	 I
TD to start run.
ERROR - Computes WHLDT
WHTOP - Sets WH equal to zero
WHATIJ - Computes W
INTE -	 Computes XINT, YINT, DPSX and DPSY
ROINTX -	 Computes Xp
RO I NTY -	 Computes Ypp_
DPSXY -	 Computes DPSX, DPSY
FORCE -	 Computes FH
PRE 1 L -	 Computes PN
UVTOP -	 Computes U and V at the top
OLDUV -	 Sets D = U and E = V
RWH -	 Computes vertical' velocities at half-grid points
WHATIJ -	 Computes W at grid points
TEM14 -	 Computes temperatures at Interior points
TEMB2 -	 Computes temperatures at boundary points
OLDT -	 Updates temperatures
TEQB -	 Allows for vertical mixing
DENSTY - Computes density field




RWRH	 - Computes real vertical velocities
RWR	 - Computes real vertical velocities
STORC2 - Stores computed results on magnetic tape (unit 8)
TPRI N 1 - Prints input parameters
PRITEX - Prints number of iterations and error
Figure 1. Flow chart (main program)
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Put another EDF on tae (unit 8)p	 j
Stoo





THERMAL	 l—^--- —' K Kn
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Table 3. Input Data to TMAI NN
Input No. of Data
In Card Symbol Definition /Value
1 3 IRUN =	 0 for first run
LLN =	 No of hours of simulation
KSTORE =	 0 If no tape is assigned
=	 1 If tape Is assigned
2 2 VVIS =	 Nondimensionai vertical eddy
viscosity
ABR =	 1 /Rossby No.=
= Uref
3 4 Al =	 Coefficient in front of inertia
term = 1.0
AH =	 1/Reynolds No.
Ref eddy ho z viscosity
e f. L
4 AV =	 (1 /e2 11te) (c = H /L)
' AP =	 Coefficient In fron of pressure
term = 1.0
4 kk EPS =	 Convergence factor = 0.001
MAXIT = Maximum number of iterations
for Poisson Equation
OMEGA =	 Relaxation factor = 1.8
ARBP =	 Arbitrary pressure = 1.0
5 3 DX =	 Hoelzontai grid spacing (x dir. )
DY =	 Horizontal grid spacing *(y dir.)
=	 ey /L
DZ =	 Vertical grid spacing (z dir. )
_	 A z /H
6 3 TAI =	 Coefficient of convective terms
In energy equation = 1.0
TAH =	 Horizontal eddy diffusivity
=	 AH (usually)
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No. of Data	 Symbol	 Definition Nalue'#	 I n Card
TAV	 = Vertical eddy diffusivity
= AV (usually)
7	 3	 A	 = 1.000428	 These are coefficients
= -0.000019 in the equation of
= -0.0000046 state for water where
P = A + BT + CT Z (gm /cc)
= Reference temperature (°C)
= Euler No. = 9H
iDref) T
= Temperature gradient at vertical
boundary
= Temperature gradient at the
bottom
= Nondimensional discharge velocity
= (discharge velocity) /U ref
= No dimensional depth = h/Href
= Nondimensional discharge tem-
perature = (T D
 - To) /To
= Surface shear stress (from Wilson
Curve) (Refer to Figure 7)
= Nondimensional time step
= AT (L/Ured
= Converts nondimensional time to
hours
= N umber of hours of previous run
= Wind speed (m /sec)
= Air temperature (°C)
= Dewpoint temperature (°C)































Table 3. Input Data to TMAINN (Continued)
Input	 too. of Data	 Symbol	 DeftnitlonNalue
	
#	 In Card
ISGNX	 = +1 If x component of W s Is
negative
= -1 if x component of W s Is
positive
= +1 If y component of W s is
negative
-1 if y component of Ws Is
positive
	
17	 1	 ANGLE	 = Direction of W (degrees) with
respect to thesx axis
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Table 4. Plotting Programs
No. Name Program Description Remarks
1 PLOT Plots surface Isotherms
2 PLUV Plots velocities, K section
3 PLUW Plots velocities, j section
4 PLVW Plots velocities, i section
5 ECHKON Calculates equal temperature points Called by PLOT
6 CONLIN Draws the Isotherms Called by ECHKON
7 ENDER Writes the values of the tempera- Called by ECHKON

























































































1 0 0 0	 0 0	 0 7 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5
2 0 0 0	 0 0	 0 11 11 11 11 11 11 1 11 11 11 11 11 11 1
3 0 0 0	 0 7	 _3 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 6 4 4 10
4 0 0 0	 0 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 0	 0 9 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1 0 0 0
6 0 0 6	 0 0	 2 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 5
7 0 0 7 3_ _ 11 i! 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 it 11 I1 1
8 0 0 2	 11 fl	 11 11 11 11 I1 11 I 11 11
 11 6 10
9 0 0 2	 11 11	 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 rlO-]2
 11 1 0
10 7 	 3	 8	 11 11	 11 11 I1 11 11 11 11 11 it  9	 4	 10 0
11 2 11 11	 Y1 11	 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 L6 7 5 0 0 0
12 9 4 4 44	 8 11 11 11 11 6 4 8 11 11 11 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0	 0 0	 9 4 11 11 1 0 2 11 11 11 1 0 0 0
14 0 0 0	 0 0	 0 0 2 11 6 10 0 9 8 11 11 6 5 0 0





































Figure S. MAR marker matrix
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4, to to to 10 to to to 10 10 10 10 3
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9' 9 9 8 8 7
3 0 0 0 0 4 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9' 9 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 10 0 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 q 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3
7 0 0 4 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 9 7
8 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 0 2 1 0
9 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 9} 9 9 9 1 0 0 6 7 0
10 4 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 91 9 9 9 0 0 0 0 0
it b $ 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 9 9 0 3 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 6 8 9 9 1 0 0 2 9 9 1 0 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 7: 0 0 6 9 9 1 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 9 9 3 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2' 1 0 0 0 0 6 7 0 0
16 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 6. MRH marker matrix
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1 1.,838 -0.33 -2.78 0.0 15°
2 1.073 -0.72 -1.67 0.0 750
3 2.325 -1.61 -1.61 0.0 600
4 1.565 -2.22 -2.28 0.0 150
5 2.056 -1.83 -1.89 0.0 SOO
6 1.788 -2.17 -2.22 0.0 850
7 2.012 -2.72 -2,78 20.94 850
8 2.280 -1.67 -2.78 195.39 600
9 0.626 0.01 -3.33 369.85 5°
10 1.386 3.06 -2.22 544.31 750
11 1.609 s; 83 -2.22 655.31 150
12 1.788 8.83 -1.39 725.75 400
13 3.129 11.06 -2.78 746.68 800
14 2.593 12.28 -5.00 704.81 700
15 1.520 13.39 -5.56 579.20 800
16 1.207 13.89 -5.56 383.81 750
17 1. S65 13.83 -5.61 146.55 550
18 1.609 13.72 -3.33 20.94 150
19 2.056 11.72 -4.44 0.0 300
20 1.162 9.72 -2.78 0.0 250
21 1.772 8.33 5.28 0.0 SS0
22 2.861 7.78 5.56 0.0 550
23 2.995 7.00 5.28 0.0 500
24 1.386 S.28 3.89 0.0 600
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Table 6. inflows and Outflows to Lake Keowee
Time Oconee Oconee Net Jocassee Keowee Hydro
Feb. 27 0 1978 Discharge DischargeI
Flow Flow(M'/min) Tamp (*C) (C.F.S.) (C.F.S.)
12.00 8,11+ 7505.3 18.6 -14395 48
1.00 7498.1 18.5 -18754 48
2.00 7492.0 18.4 -18805 48
3.00 7492.0 18.5 -18713 48
4.00 7491.6 18.3 -18698 48
5.00 7494.3 16.3 -18688 48
6.00 7488.2 18.3 -15939 48
7.00 7481.8 18.2 3484 3668
8.00 7485.6 18.3 16823 17540
9.00 7488.2 18.2 13503 8488
i ^v. ^vv 74M7.7 10. 3 5470 5096
11.00 7504.1 18.3 100 2680
12.00 p.m. 7503.4 18.4 100 48
1.00 7506.0 18.5 100 48
2.00 7506.4 18.5 100 48
3.00 7503.4 18.4 100 48
4.00 7501.9 18.4 100 48
5.00 7507.5 18.4 100 48
6.00 7511.0 18.4 100 48
7.00 7516.2 18.4 100 48
8.00 7518.9 18.3 100 48
9.00 7520.4 18.2 100 48
10.00 7516.6 18.2 100 48
11.00 7509.4 18.2 100 48
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Figure 8. Jocassee-pumped storage station discharae
data (February 27, 1979)
APPENDIX B
FORTRAN SOURCE PROGRAM LISTING
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LIST OF MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES
g.
47t
ASA 1p hASAlI1.TMAINN FOR CREATED	 ON	 S M*V oU AT	 10:40124
1 (,YY YYYYYYYY/YYYYYYYY/YY YVYYYYYYYYY^YYY^YYYYMYY/Y^YQYYY^YYYYY4^VOVM






IN-17,ON'20,AN: b,TWI1-I4,JW11=19 ► kNMl -4
7
6
DIMENSION Ut1N JN KN1
	
VIIN,JN KNl,W1IN JNr9N1,WNIIWN JM^/NrhN
Cyry^IIN JN,KNIOR	 EWN SMN RNI	 ^IIMN,JNN1,DIIN,JN,kNI 	 1`I j N,JN:AW I,Clt 1,OT^INNrJNN1,%^NII^N•J/^IrY^NI1JN 	 JNlrh11N,JN,rIN1,^IIN,JN,r4N1,9to
11
I^N,IN,J^11,A1RH1I11NIJw ►+ 1,FHIT.N,JKN1ch^1IN JNI,N%Jl^ 1,HY1IN iJNI,M4RI
COPS 11
	

















25 READ 29	 VVIS,A6R
26 READ	 :r r	 AI,Ah,AV,AP
















.S 2 FORMAT	 11
.t DL2:O%Y01
.7 TREF:TO 
RR.s 1F	 IRUN.GT.01 GO	 TO 3
.O
.1
CALL RCAD )3KII,J,IN,JN tIN , JW,IWf(.JWN ,MAR,MRH1







T111, NN,U,V,H/GrT,CCTD,AA,TLL,DT,NTT011J, 1t, IN,JN,
5 ; 3 CONTINUE
c^
nO
CALL REA0210oV,11N,P,l,J K,IW,JWolN,Jt1 kN,lw g , VN,O,ErWI HY.N1,
CMAR,MRH	 AI,AM AV,AP,D% b y 02,OT,TAU%,^AUY,11 MT^,VRN	 iAI,^AN,TAV,AI,




































TSU : T/l F.II.•TSUI
	




	e6	 COMMENT • THE NEXT 6 LINES ARE USCG 10 CALCULATE INC
	
3!	
C	 : EOUiLIORlUM TCMPERATURE.
	
as	 FW: 9.z•0. 6•IV1••2






COMMENT	 THE SURFACCE HCAT E(ACWAIIGE COEFFICILNI IS
	










ILI	 TAUY=10:I541.COSIANGLCAO 0 1 7453 91.ISHY
	
lz»	 PRINT 161 TSU,TM,FU BETA( iAtt{{Or^ISS ISTOP LL
	
135	 CALL CARO.^IIMN JWN.IW.JY.aT,NM.uNLDI Kh,MA"I
	
H+
6	 CALL MINTOPIIY,SW.I I ► JWN KII,WH.K,MRH1
	
7	 CALL HATIJII, J, .(1wel l N.JN.KN IwN. jWf1,W WH MARI
	
1"E	 CALL INTEII
f^uY:RiAt G suovp Df fiO^SX r DP3iMiA^^^ TNT.YINirAjrAl.
	
IZ9	 CAH,AV,TAUA
	Il.+	CALL CORTNf1I,J,K. jN.JN.KN•A3R U,V XINT YINT^02 HI.MARI
	
Ill	 CALL RO]NrX11.j,K IN,JN,NN.OXraY,OfORO, W CUL,Hf.
	
11.	 CMAR.RTN X HX X NTf
	




115	 CALL a PSX1II . J,IN,JN , i11, Iv , ruL^Jbl: R. .Y. C3: F,DA,D7,f;Aki
	
lie	 CALL FORCIII,J Ili ' N'XINf,YIN1 ;HLai Oz Y,HI.Ax nY MRII,
	117	 COPSX.GPSVOFH.AA.IN Jh 1WN.JWN AIf1TX Aiw v Y V,EUC.AAR MAR.
N^1
	
113	 CALL PREILIEPS,MAXIT.Ih.JN,P.ITN,OPSX OPSY,FIM,DL2,OnELIA,
	





.J tK,4.JY,IN,JN.KN,IMN t JWN U,V,O.E t M.6 DIC,Dp,D2,
	
121	 CRINTX,RINir,CUL M,DTAj,AP,AM.AV tt A3.MI,MX.HY P,MAkI
	
l::	 CALL UYTOPIH,G.fAUX.fAUT-t I,J,KOl,Ih,JW,KMoII MARS
	
l:I
	 CALL OLOUVIT,J,K,IN.JN,x4,AI. 1j ,d,EI
	124	 CALL OLOU\/11,JrN.1N,JN,KN,H,u.U.V1
	




1 : 3	 Do 20 1=1,IN
	








Lo 30 J=I ,Iii
	











l.I	 CHX.HY T TRiF, TAY TAl.TAH.A3.QTl
lr. CALL aL T1 ,^,K,IN.Jh,IIN,T TP,
	




	CALL TEQ II , J,K.I14 JN KN i,MARI
	
145	 CALL OENSIYtI J K. Iw .SW,IN.JM.1(Id.1W1.JUN,AiB.C,1' .MR N .Y , Y w,
	l+'	 CRO•ROu,RREF,T^E I
	
l»^	 DO 2000 1=9,11
	
lr'i	 C	 PRINT 9200,IL@I91(,IV(I,JvX)9J=1,JH4l
	
ii0	 2060 CONTINUE
	S 	 C9200 FORMATIi •
 L:•,13,3X,'1=',1393X,'14='.13/' Y-9ELOCITY1115X.9ElS.71)
	
151	 00	 40 1:1.IN
	
153	 DO 40 J:l.^1N
	lS	 40	
^i11i.J.11=wp11,J,11
OhiINCALL 1 LET11I .1k.IN„/11,KN.II,V,M,6.T.lO.AA,TLL.DT,IITTOY.
	.5'	 TIME:i TOY I.CifOi
49
1.12 .	 alioN^ti'' 





11"	 CALL RMRI1•JOK INrJN•KMrYrli.MrbA.NlrNx^MTrOIrMARI
^
eSS
	 IFIIISTUR	 TO 1 DO
!!4	 CALL STORE21U $ VrMN•P 1r J rN Y Y p JN•M p rlwN•JWN.O Cr111ftM^r
tt7	 CMI•MAR MifNrAIrA . AVr^ P •DXla^ a^r a lrf UK IAUM ^'^R L HrT A j T^f1
161	 CIAV•AKI CID CM.A^J.C.EULrTrTW: OrROMrR O R[FrfNI^F9 0 1^IA 	 IOT^
1!9	 IpGD CON^I4U
11a	 NTT I= TOT•1TOT
111
	 ►AIhT 9i T1O1
11.	 PRINT 9rTAUxr1AUY
113	 i7	 fORMAT1 X 	 TAU1l: r FII• •Vxr r TAUV= r 111.61





115	 CAL	 Ex Th^Exl




S10Pit.JrKrfN f iN•IIN^T^ go R^FMAfT TACTULI
1!C	 d	 CONTINUE
131'	 JNg FILE 2
so
ASA*NASAIII.CORINT FOR CREATED ON S "AV BO Al '10/4f'136
	
1	 _ Cso****r rrissyrssrs so*******	 ***so 0*060040000040 rr r r srrr
7	 C
M I^ N SUBROUTINE ADDS INTEGRAL OF CORIOLIS COMPONENT TO XINT 0
	
4	 C^V^rA^rr^^rrrrr^rrrrrrrrrrArrrarrrrVrrrrrrXrrrrrr^r^rrrrrrrVrr^rr
	S 	 SUBROUTINE CORINTII.J:K.INrJNrNN AB R oU YrXI4irY11NT. trHl MARR1
r11N^rXINTfINrJNIrYJN11 ,44 JFf AIi1%f
COOIj0A1:ININN1
	
10	 if 1"ANII^JI.LT.111 GO TO V
11	 DO 8
12	 XINTII-J^NXINT	 J1-ABNrHil/ JI r IVE J N- 1 • VI1 JNll • Z/K
1]	 VIN IIiJt - VINTIIPJI • ABR^M I II JIs1U { l^J^N-II•UIIiJ:Nll:gi/J
	






 E140'  v
51
AIASA O ►;A$AIII.DENSIY FOR CREATED ON 15 MAY TM Al It1]ollY
00000000000+•p••irri•G•0000000+•00ii^•0000+YY0000•i•Y000.00•rrs•i+^a^
	
j	 TMCTMEA^LM^ IIAIUNGREJECALCULATCS INC DENSITY FIELD FROM
	
V	 Cr+rrrr000 Poo 0000. 0000••	 Y••+0.000-000++Y-++0010Y0+0k
	







M[ NS I{SN 11b1ttN.JN*HN1.TlIp.JN.KNI







1]	 Ii MAR II:JI.EQ.01 GU TO 12
	







ll	 it	 C0N INUE
	
'2	 f0	 ECONTINU?100 20 1u =1,IA1N
	
Y?	 00 2Q J4:I 1JAN
	
:]	 IF iMRHIIh l JU1.E0.01 GO TO 22
	
















ASA ,NA%A111.LINEQu FOR CREATED ON S MAY 110 AT	 11100112'
1 C^ ► .+1 ► •••1.1 ► 1.1• ► 1 ►► 1.111 ►► 1 ► 1++1+ ► 111•. ►► 1^1+1• ► 11+1^t••• ► ^
' C MIS SU`RUUTINC COg U1ES UINUUx OINVVV WHICH ARE USED IM
	 1





IN^JN.MN U.V HI.Ok	 OY pp1NUUM.OINUYIIrMAR1




















116 IFIAIARIIIJI,EO.SI	 GO	 TO	 35




IIF'IhAA1t.J1.EEC.7l	 GO	 TO	 37




!0 F	 API1 .J1.E0oI0IGO	 TO y0
^IMUUx:UItt • f
u	








a2• GO TO d0
'! 31 CCNTIMUE
:^ DIHUUM:IUf1.1	 J NI•UfI+I.J.KI•MIII•IrY1-UII-IrJ.KI
^5
-I I J.K	 •J11/1210X1C+UII
OIHUV%.IJ1^•i	 J	 ►YII1	 KI+N11Iv1.JI-UII-I.J .KIfI t
 I	 ifOnlCGOIYDfiisK1 ► 11	 .JII
'1 32 CONTINUE
I., 01HUUr:1UII•I IJ KI •UII *I t J 	 K11NI11v1.J1-Ufl-I.J.KI
C•U11-I.J. M IYH	 I^-I.J11/1?16x1
1+ uiHUYX-7JII#1.J KIiV1I.1•J.MI+HT11•I.J1-Ult-1.J.K1








•1.J.K! • 3 ►HIII	 JI4UI1.J.K1
y l C+VF11	 J.M
O




























DIMUUX : 1 p ►HIft • I . JI}UII • IrJ.K11UlI • l:JrKI ° 3•HIfI	 Jl •1Ifl.JoM1





F' 35 CONTINJE 
17
6INUUx:IUII . 1	 J KI}UII • I.J K1+H111.1.J1-U1l-19J.KF
C+UII-11J.K1•H^1^-1..011/12.6X!
^^ OlH	 Vx-IUII • I	 J Kl!1Y11.1	 J K11HIIl•I.JI-U11.1.J^Kl







Cull	 .1 1 44 -HIII • 7. . J1 ►U1Iv2 . J.KI1UlIO2 . J.M11 /12.OXL
DIHUVX-14•NIII•I.JI•U11•I.J.NI+V1i•I.J.KI - 31M111
	 J1 ►U11.J.M1
























'	 ^Q	 yp	 D1N1^IJlN^1lr►NItJ JI^UIIrJ K I^U I irJUNI- y ^MI1J*IrJI^{!II-IrJrNI ,4	 C^UI'I"-IIJ Nl r HlfJ-2rJ •U^1-2rJ I^I^U11"2rJ N11/12.0x101NYVK.IS 1 H11	 J) O UIrJ•NI^YI^rJrNl- 4^HI I-Irj1 UII-IrJrNI
9S	






 FOR CRIATCO ON 5 MAY 40 At 11visl2S
	
1	 ,^ C,18a g o	 r*010^^^^^^Pwr^^P^^1+A^^^^^iw^^P^^M*^^^^i^*^i^^^^^^
C IHts SuRRGUUTNC CALCULAIt3 R6 C. AN p pMSr u CCp NCONP- •
+
Ulf" 1115 R.N+S OF POISSO11 1 S tOUA1I0N At 146at
 RIO PO- r
	
u	 C
C^1^^^^r^^^^M ► ^^^^Pw^ry ♦ ^^^sr^trt••t• ♦ r^^^1i^^^^41^^^^^^a^N•
	
A	 C	
ss//	 ,,'' Pp SS	 5g
	v 	
L^IMt NSIONtPAIWNgJIIIJI0 p 7J11^NUJNpj^P5M^1NjJN1xMANIjr1^ Njr0y1MAR1
	
Ij	 Qo 10 J 
I.im















O	 ON	 S	 T	 IItUIItO/ASA*^A3A1lI.D11YV i0N CREATED 	 MAY /0 AFOR
	 ON 5 rPAAr10^A T 1111,rr/ril0.0*0rrAr$004C }iVY
C	 rNls SUpRAUTINE CON p UTES DIHUVY USED 8Y SU/. 	 INTE
C}i* 00rrrrri^rrrrrwrrfN 9^^9*^^^^^^*rrr^l^+^^*r*r^srrr***
'^o SU/ROUIINtT DUVY13 t d.K t lNJN+KN+U VtHI!OVt01NUVY}}MARI
V1	 t"	 N.KN^t11iti140JN1 ► MARIINtJNI5 O MCNS ON UIIN 0 	 .KNI













0.41	 0	 TO 34tJl.
1
"
1 IFIMARIltJ1.00.51	 GO	 10	 35
1
2 1FIMARIItJ1.00. 6 1	 GO	 TO	 b
TO: IFIMARII	 J1.CQ.1)	 GU	 7
Iw IFIMAPII.J1.EO.a)	 GO	 TO	 0
IFIMAR{	 t J1.EQ+91	 GO	 TO	 9














DIHUVY.14 *HIII:J+11rU11.J+1.KI ^VII t J • I+K1-3*VIII	 JI*
CUII.J. KI•VIlM1-HI11rJ+21•UII,J +2iKl+VII.J+2,9 	 1112*OYItJ.i
GO"71NU[33





















DIHUVYn1UII . J•11	 IIl*V1I + J+I
	
KIrHII1.J * I$"UIItJ-1x111




DIHUVYZ14rHllI . J	 11*U11.J+	 K16Vll+J	 1 + K1-3*	 r1I+	 1
47
*2tK111
CU(i	 J, SO r
VII.J+K)-HIII ta+21	 UlIrJ + 2.91*VIItJ/ 2 DYI
4
1 35 CONTINUE




	 JK I	 K1 -3*H
	 1	 1*
Ch11I	 J* V1 	 . J. KI-HI11.J+21iU11 +tl.KISVII.J+^.V^^/12*DYI+K1 J
'S G A	 IO SO
15 47 CONTINUE





RNUE,%1#HI1I.J-2I	 U^IzJ -2.KIrV1ItJ-2 . Kil/12r0YI
l i EHQ
56
12" "I'A'A11 1 D ► ISU fOR CREAIED ON 5 MAY 60 AT 111101'49
..••• '** ***•1* $9••*•**•**+ ♦ *+•**•**•***y•****A***411•






I SuenoulINI' (tYIS1,I IOfK I IN V JNIKNt11/VrMItON t oy rDluxODRUX10IUYr0711




1146111	 O JIrC0+01	 GD	 0
j rINARI
	 GO TO g3r.J1,E0,
11 IF 114404	 OJI,CQ• j l GO TO .1
1fINARII	








1FIMARII ► J1	 10	 36109 65 1	 GO
l: IfiN6g1I0JI,ro,i1	 GO	 TO	 37
15
t1





	 Jl * CO , lU1G0	 10	 40
In ;#10 1 1pIUX:fUlK -1111 .	0JrK11/12*Ox1
21
:2
DIUY: IUIIrJ • :KI-U11
	 J-10K11/12*oYl
JDD.Ux:IU1	 •11jKt" z ,,U;I 0 J 0 K1+U1	 -10J/1411/foo x*p %1
p7Ur:lullOJ•IrK I- 2*U111 JtKl+U1 1 0J-10911/IDY*DY)
2 GO TO 50
e
]I





UI	 r1 0 J 0 K1-20U11 0 J 0 K1 • Ull-	 rJ0911/IDx*0%145






]1 OIUx-fUf l +10J0K1-UII-rJrKli/IZ*0111
3?
]I
02u	 ult It1 0 J	 hi-2 *U11 	JtKltUll-IrJrKll/IDxa0X1
OIUY:1141'U1
	 rJII	 91 . 3 1PU;I	 J	 KI-UI	 rJ•2tK11/12 ►'0Y)


















U2UY-	 uuII	 •	 0 141-? +U; 	rJ 0 K1 • U11	 wlrKll/IOY*DYl
;^-OIUX:13+U11rJ	 KI-4+U11 -1 0 J	 NI•U20Jrk11/12*0x1
4e 02YX:IUITrJOh;-2+UII-IrJrK;+Ulf-20J,K1!/IOX*DXI







































1;' ZVY_IU110J•1rh1-2•UfI0J0K1•UIIrJ- g,Klt/ IOY*DY1
12 le CONTINUE
I: D1UY:19*UII,J+ IrKI-]*UIIrJrKI -UfIrJ•2,K11 / 1200Y1
74
/7
DZYY=1UtI	 J+2 0 hl+UII #,,' W?+UIIOJ•lt91)/IDY*OY1
11




ra	 OlUV:13vU11jJ Ki+U11 t J-2 1t1-k•Ult^
	 1 N ► 1/12.D1^I
e	 pD uv :Iu1t	 #n^+u1J+J - 2 ,^1^=•ul t 	 ,K^1/It)r+Or!








f1SA +NAAAM..ovtsv roe CREATED ON 5 NAY 50 AT 11l13tS0
t
(: • ^DIVYoD2VY0Dildlb +SUpaDUIIHE • COMPUTES	 'IV,XML •D2VX^^^^•
4 c
SUBROUTINE	 OVISVIIrJsNrINrJNrKNrUryo4ftox.DYrDlvxr02Vx.D1Vlf ► D2VY
7
CHAR)




1rIMAR11 ► J	 •E0.1	 GO	 TO	 ]1
GO TO	 12!il ►+Ag1IsJ^•CO.21
It rI"ARI( • JI.E.J1	 GO	 TO	 33
IFINA g 1t^J1. .
Q




14 IFIN601	 0 J1.E	 )	 GO	 TO	 36
I:
N6
IrIMAR1I+JI.EQ.71	 GO	 T 	 !7
17
Ir	 1l A p 11rJ1.EQ.e1	 GO	 TO	 38
IF^MARIIrJI.CG.91	 GO	 TO	 39
IF
I A
IFIMA4	 JI.E:.101GO	 TO	 40
III Vx_IVl^+IrJ^1rNI-VI((-1 ► J+KII/12*DX1
27 OIVY:IYIIrJ9	 It	 VIIrJ-1.0111/f2*OY1
21 D2VX:IVII+IrJ^^tl-2•YIIrJrKI•V11-1rJrN1!/f07fA0xl
22 DZVY:IVIIrj•IrR1-2wV1I	 Jr9I•VIIrJ-IrK11/IOY+DYI
Z! GO TO s0
24 31 CONTINUE
2 c Dl vx: IN11.1rJ+KE -VIII 	 rJ.NII/12IOXI
.5 D2 Vic :IVI lei rJrN1-2•VI 	 rJ,KI•YI!-IrJ.NII/IDx+0X1




,7 J To 50
3^ 32 CONTINUE
:l OtYx:IVII+IrJrK1-YlI-Irelr0111/II^OXI













II.2.J ► Ki-? • VII
o
IrJrnl • Vl1rJ,9	 1/IDX+0X1
'a1 VO TO 5









D1Vx:I3•Vll	 J i m	 4+VII-l.J KI • VII-2J	 0111/12*DX)
72VX=IVIIrJ0N1-^*VlI-IrJr9I *VI 1-2rJrK^tJIf1X^OX)





D2 WY= IYII	 JrNI • VIIrJ- g rKl- 2 0 VIIrs -ION /IDY•DY)
;1 DtVX-14tVsl•1rJ	 K1^3rlillJrKl-y11•2'rJrKll/120OX1




E 4 36 CONTINUE




DIVx=Iv1I•t.JrK1-2•VIIrJ.011•VIl- I ► JrK1I/fDX-DXI














7	 VX:IvIt•1 ► JrKl-2^VIlrJrK1•VII-1 ► JrNll/IDx*Oxl
02VY:IVII.J•1 ► K1-2:V11rJrN1•VIIrJ-100111/l0Y•DYI
11 GO TO 50
12 3c CONTINUE
7! DIVY:14•VIIrJ•ltKI-3•YIIrJrKI-VflrJ•2rKll/t'L^OOY1
1: D-cVY:I wi t I J • 2rKI+VIIrJrNI-2tV11rJ • 1 0 K 11/IDY*DYI
75 01VX:13•VIIrJ.kl-4^Vll-IrJ.01)•VII-2rJr0111/l2*Dxl
75 OIVX:IVIIrJrnl-2*VlT-1rJ.K1•VII-2rJrN11/IDX+OX)
77 60 10 sU
► + 40 CONTINUE.
59





,MI .71»YII J-1, ►t^
III
l/t0Y»DYI
11	 I^ yx:1)»v1IpJ dtl q., 11-1p
	







NASA I II.OVVY iOqC?`'sa't.'0 ON A NAY 	 IC	 AT	 11116110
t C.rOrr+•+,+' ra^.^e0000++*rr+0•++r+++0f+ff*f**rff«r+++•











,iI.EOeI1	 GO	 TO	 31
v
IFIMARItoillE0. 3 1	 33GOT O
II 1rINA R11,J.EQ.41	 GO	 TO	 34
IFIMARII,JI,EQ.5I	 GO	 TO	 35
1! IFIMA1111 ► JI.COr661	 GO	 TO	 36
,4 IFIMARII,J1100.11	 GO	 TO	 37









OINIj	 IV It	 JJ•1K1+VII,J01991•IIIII,J•Il-YIY9J-1091+
l^ CVS11JJ-1^91KI+11111,J-111112.0001
.l 31 Ceti TINUU
:'
:3




DIHVVY-I4+NIlI,J•II + VII.J+I ► KI •Y11,J•1,K1-3•Ht1Y.Jl*VII,J9K1
C+VII.J•AI-NI11,Jo21+V119J+I,NI+VII,J02,011111200Y1



















J,KI +VII,J.KIIHIII,4-21*11I ► J-2991[+YI9J-2.K1-4+HIII.J-I10VII.J-l.K1+V1I.J-I .NIIIIa+0I	 Y1
u0 TO SO
4l 3N CONTINUE
•.:: CIHVVY=IVII,J•11,MIfV11,J•1 ► 91•HIII9J+ll-YIIoJ- 1,91*
! CVII.J-1k1OH11I9J-1112+0Y1
45 37 CCA!TINUE
wb OIHVVY= 14*H III, J+110V119J•19K1*VII9J•1.K1 - 3*HIII9JI*VIIIJ9KI
41
•4
CGOIiaJipl-HIII,J+ 2I +VII,J•2,Kl +V1I•J+2,Kll/12*OY1
•e !E CONTINUE.
OIMVVYLIVIIrJ • 1 , K1+VII ► J• 1.K1•HIII9J ► 11 — VI -:^', J-b9K1+
E1 CYII,J-I.KIrHI11,J-111112+OT1
=! ccQNiiNuc39
01HVVYe14*HIII,J • 11+V1I9J•1091+VII9J•l,Kl-3+HIII.JI+VII,J ► KI
_•

















C	 THIS PROGPAM CALCULATES THE 2 OERIVAIIVES
c:::tsa:r:sss:ttt:	 strtt:.:::sa:::lalitsaa:stass:ss:sst:tssss:sssss
	
4	 SIt^BROUIINE Oj11ltt 1 s J Kr IlN JN KN U V W.HI Nx Nr,Ox,or,Ot,Olut#z,.
	S 	 CA . TAUA TAUT RIVVf.b1U2 62U^rolv^r82r2r^lASt
	








IQ	 If 19 EC.KNIGO 1 6 2
	
11	 DIu M7 u tIrJrK+l	 11U i,J,K-1/12+DZ1
	
12	 DIVZ:IVII,Jrkol - y 11.J.K-Ill/12 +021
	I1	 32u z :IUII,J,K o II-2. •UI ,JrM1,Ul1,J,K - 111/107++21
	
14	 D VZ:IV11 J,K o II -2.+VI .J 4Kl • VII.J,K'lll/10 ++2
	
1!	 D A32:IAliKoll-A IK-111/11!.+OZI
	
1 R	 OIUwz:lUll.J,K*I^+WII,J.K• y l-UII,J,9-11+WII•J,K-111/12.+OZ1
	
1. 1 	Olv4z:lV1l . J,K.11•VLI . J.K^II- VII , J,K-1l+WII , J.K-111/12.Ag71






^t	 D `vz= NII1,J1+r wr
	
22	 OZUz : 2,+IUII,J,K• l 1-UIIrJ,KII / 102++21-2.+ITAUXWH1 1 I :J1/021
	
23	 02Vz=2.+IV11 J K,11-VII.J.911/ID2++21-2.+IT A Ur+HlII. J1,/OZI
	
24	 OIA3Z : 14.+AY^Kst1-3.+A319 -A I IKO211/12,+DZI
	














3:	 O1V2Z13.+V11 J MI-4.+YII J K-``I+VII.J K-211/12.+Dtl
	
11	 DZU2=IUII,J,R-il-ull , J,KS-;.+ll1i.J,K-ll / 102++ZZ!
















A,SA+NASA111 ERROR' FOR CREATED ON IS-MAY•'TM•AT ♦1 r,tOTt]S
1	 C	
THIS PROG06K CALCULATES THE 
HIR T 
AND HARLOW CORRECTION TERM AT W
•	 {^n^^At.Ytttt^it^^tt^t^i^^t/^tt^t^^tt^^^*^^7itttiiitttt*ti^ittti}^^^^^t!
S	 SUOROUIIIIE E gRORIlW11iJWNoll1 JW.DI.wH WHLDT,NN,MRHI
1	
D 1ME NSIiO11 WHLOTIIWN4JWNloWHlIWNgJWfJgAN/
I	 C %HLOT ISNTHE II TIOIC DERIVATIVE OF W AT HALF GRID POINTS AT LID
9	 00 3100 IW-1,IWNIn
	 DO 3100 Jj:I,JMN











NASA ONASAIII.FORCE FOR CREATED ON S MAY AO AT 11:16929Crrirr^^+riiri^iiir^rirrir^+iii ^iiiiiiiiiii+iii+•
c THIS SUDROUIINL COMPUfrrS IN R.N.S OF POISSONf+
C CgUAf[ON AI HALF"fiN10 POIU7S.	 •
	
6	 L	 Su6RouTior i'OIICEIf•J•IM•JN.XINTtYIHT#NNLDT.DX.DYoHI•HX.HY•
COPS>r.OPSY.FN.AP 1N.JM.IIIN JYN•RINTX•RU lY•U.V•EUL.A6R•MAR KNI
	
n	 DI'ifllSION XINTIliN.JN1.YIN IIN.JNI	 IJMN! IIIIlN^JN^•NX11
	




11	 01 tic NSsION M ppM!Ilfh•JNN{.NINIXIIN JN.NNI RINTYIIN.JN.NN)
	
1?	 DIME4 ION UIIN•JN:NNI.VIIN.JNrN^II•MAR1IN.JN1
1
M	 n
	5 	 DO 100 J:^1JN
	

















	25	 IF Ir,RH1IU•JW1.E0.01 GO IO 9
	
26	 DPS%1f:TOPS%Ii.J1+OP Xll+l•JI+0PSXII.J#II4OPSX11+10Jo ll/4.0
	




24	 HYH=IHY1I•J +M Y11+1•JI+HYII.J111+NYI1• .J+ 1114.0
	
]^	 BXINT:iXIINTTII+1•JI•XINT11+1.J+11-XINTII.JI-XINTII.J4III/12:0X1




32	 NH IH111 J1+M1I+3 Jl+HI	 J+II+HII1+IrJ +11
HT1N.0 I•J11/12*DY1
	








I	 	 jr y0
64
ASA*NASAIII.HEIGHT FOR CREATED ON S 04A7 10 AT 11121175
	
1	 C ► •,•rrsrrr^rrrr^rr^rr•rr•r^rrrrr•^^*r^rrrrrrr^^rrrf+r^^r+rA1^•
	
2	 C	 I141S PROGRAM PUTS CONSIANT, OErTN FoR cc =1^0 IN THE DATA
	
C4	
s•• ^A^'^r•r•rr^+^•rt+R^rr•r^•^^^Vll...Y	 ,CC:I*O IN THE DATA
	
S	 SUBROUTINE NEIGHTII,J#N 1N^JNrMN yyl^Nlc N^rCCI
	5 	 DIMENSION Hl11NrJ4lpHXI^149JNJ ItCt1N JNj
	








1 1	 100	 CONI1NU€_ _
	
1f&	 RAl2NV tOlol NHI1toJ1oJ:IvJN1
	












•ASA*N4iA111.INITIA FOR CREATED ON 14 MAY IM AT 1SIS1107
	
?	 ^	 THIS PROGRAM JNIIJALIZES THE VALUES Of UrVsWHr11 0 E PJNiH
	
S	 C1RRp1U
► 1W INI VIA IINrJNrkMrTVNrJVNrUr V O W OWH ► DrCrPINTHrI$JON0IWO.'
	
S	 DIMENSION UIIN JNrKNIrVI1NrJNONNIrV1INrJN#KNIPWH1IUN#JWNrNNIr
	




•	 C INITIAL CONDITIONS ON U AND V
	1"	 10	 00 pqq I.IrIN
	









15	 II9JrK ► -0
	
14	 1 1 rJrKl:O• 0
	
17	 E11 JrK1:0•0
1 S	 COINITAAOLfCCIOU?ITIONS ON WH AND PH
	















N/1S^+NASAIII.INIIII FOR CREATED ON 	 IS MAY	 14	 AT	 11135126
I Co••+ oo•oo••o••0000ao+or000000•••000roo•r••r000•••vvoovvvoo«oovvovo•
C 1NIS ►ROORAM INITIALIZES	 TEMP AND DENSITY
C••vro ••o•.Door.00000•r•••+oo•oo•o•r.o•••o•o•••ov.0000000A000000•r•
w TIN[	 INITIIII#JtKOINOJN M KNgIM+JII+IYN+JMN@Ao$I C+TeRO+c ^UORO
6
7 C11AE1 PRIFCTY RIIY	 10t
Dpp M
I ENS ON	 11	 N JN +NNI.ROIIN•JN + NNI0bvIIwIjpjw"gAN1#ROWIIWNfJWNo
IDEITI^IREFI/^RIiN10MRN11wN@JMH11^
11 #R=Aol*IOsC•T0*TO
12 R00. (0-1101 IF 1 /IIREF
^V BO 10	 :I
DO T I ARA J) #E0





2 1 10 CONTINUE
2. DO 20	 IMcIPIMN
23 DO 20 JMC1+JWN














FIA44-0i45AIII.INLCTI	 ELY	 CREATED ON S MAY	 80 AT	 11:34112
t;•.••••r•••rr•n•+•••••rrrrrrrr•rr•a+rrr•^4•rrrrrrrrr•4r4^ ♦
C
THIS SUPROU TI N E ONAIN
INL ET A40 OUTLETS FOR
4 C,•••r•.^••r^•«r+••••rrr+rr••r•r•+rrrrrr r^rrr^r•rrrrrrr^r+




► G^INJN ► KNi^U1TN ► JII.KNI6
7 DIMENSON	 VIIN9JN^NNI9TIIN^JN^KN1 ► TDIIN#JNtNNI
4 TSOTIMNTTOT
I n COMMENT	 TNIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN VOITTEN SPEC F VAL Y FpR
U	 S^ECIfIC1
1
^ C i LA 9EKEOMEto USERS MUST CHANGE	 TTO
OUT FOR COMMENTS	 10 START OR STOP
!w C t CNAMC ►^C!ATCH
is
i1 NNn/-i:KN





2M Hlll ► 11l1'TLL






















. C 00 2	 K:i ► KNN
00 20 J:E JNM^4:
46 UtI ► J ► K1_3Y47 HI I	 i	 l :SV
.09 VI1 ► JrNI:	 •p
GGI1rJ ► N1:S9049
5 .1 111 ► J ►KI:T12 ► J ► NI
20











U17 ► S ► K1.	 9rUt	 ► SS ► KI-U19:S ► NI
1417l:	 su f^U19r5iN1► S ► K	 ► SDKI-
17 1117 ► 5 01:0.o	 '
617 ► 5 ► KI:0
61 C












77 4S 00 40 R:1_3
73 U413 ► 7 ► K1.5V1
74 NI13r7 ► NI:SVI
75
;








yo	 ipl`y T Ml.io^l2 r 77
 yl














































I*Ihlt rOR COCATEO ON s MAY e0 U 11136111
^ii*iiii iii.+ ,+•iii*+ii**+ii*iic` aLy i ♦ 9 •111i1J**ii*i i**f^fAiyC iNIS SUPOUTINE COMPUIti XINi,1'JN1 OPSX L OPSY.
(wN • i^i+i^i iA .M i. iil*i^• +iii+i.ii*i +I^ii111*11**11****ii*•
c




1D)j2 •aT rDPSX ► SPjY ► AP I
xx 









► HYIIN ► JN) rr
D IME" ION 02SMIJNiJN1RpPSVIIH
► RN1
OOHENOII4 OIIN
► JN ►NNlyETIN ► ^ • l
00 200 i-1 ► JN




CALL INEERUII•JA# II^rJui ► N1^ ► U ► V ► N 1rOX DY•DIHUUXr01HUVXrMARI
CALL HUVVI ► JjM• Ny N ► No .V ► p ► OY ► 0 HUVY•MAR)
CALL OVVY1 J ► M•1 N rJN ► XN•U•V•HI OY• p 1HVVY` MAR)	 pD 
UCALL 
o
OoVISVIiiJiK r 2N$JN ► KNrU^V "I y OX:DY;OIV1Xf ► 02V I VV •X'O02vYi M
C1AUK•1 AU Y 1 p j YY2 ► O16ZJN 2U#Id 1V1iD2VI,alAj7l ►
dY ► o2 ► oIuW #,A3 ►
Ir IN.E0. j 1 GO i0 1000
if IM EO.NNI GO TO 1010
XSUN: j A2+10 11UUX4DIHUVY#HIIIrJ1*OIUWZ)
C-AH*102UXOH11I ► J) O D yUY+HIII ► JIl
C-AH+IDIUX+HN1IrJI#01UY*NYII•J11
C-AV*11.0/N111 ► JI1* A31N)+02UZOOlA3Z+01U211*02
YSUH:IA1*10lNUVX0DIHVVV*lflfI.JIr0IVY2!





XSUM-IA1+I0 HuuUXOD HUVYOHI IrJ)+DIUWZI
C-AH*102UX+N 11•JI ►1+Z^2UY+HI11 ► Jll
C - AN+101 X+HX IrJ10UlUYiHY1I.Jll
C-AV*11.H/HIM•J1IA31h)+D2UZOOIA32*DIUZ11*DZ/200
Cr:H«102VXMH1 1vJ1^02YV:4111,511/01vWZ)




oil Uli ►J•-OII ► J•X /OT
01V1I ► J ► X ► -EIIlJ ► N11/OT
o:i.D/UZ
DP XII ► J1:Ii./AP)*11./HIIIrJI)*1-XSUM+O-HI11•JI*OIUTI
OPSY/I JI:IlO/API*I1./HJIIrill + 1-YSUMOO`HIII ► JI+OIVT)
60 TO j Ipp	 1
CONTINUE




YSUM:IAI+IOINUVX 0 01Hvv MJ 1TrJ)*OIVWZI
C-AH*f02VX*Ni11r.11.02VY+HIII•J11





















4	 q.052ir0-op#z6 0. 5
	
5	 1.13:00	 9.i 030 056




10	 rp#U90rUr0919J J 393 J	 93 J J 9	J r5
11:0 rUr0:U90 ► 2r 0{1 ► 1 ► {^ ► 11 ► ^^ ► ^9tr1f911 ► 11011 ,1
	
17	 r 0 0 # 8 9 703 1 6 	 1	 1	 ,	 1	 1	 1 69494910
	
1 2	 098:a::2 ► / { 1
!{	
{	 {	 {^ {} I^ 1^ t1 ,9G a o
0 6010 0090916119	
r
11 ► tlr{ rtl ► tlr{1r{lrtir { 1 ► {r^ ► ara
	
15	 0,G ► 0 ► 9970^ ► 11011:11 ; 1 rllrilrll:110l1r1^ ► 61 I t 'll
	
16	 0,0#19	 ]	 r	 r!!	 ► 	 ril ► 1lrilrllr1101 01.	 91
	
17	 09U I I{ (1r^^0+1y^^ ► ^^r	 0	 r	 0	 ► 	 rllr6rsrl{ ► 6:10
	
!8	 01 09 2911911011911 ► 1191169 ►► `^1^` r600 	 1 0
zC
73 01111/1 11111 1 	l	 1 I1	 11 1 	4 2b1 ta 3
2 ;11 # 11 , 11:11 1	
b! i t tl {^t	 t1 1^ {	 11 6j39590,610
	
II	 91 y 9 4:4 9 49 e ► I{j I{r 11 1 1 1, 6 : 4,1 1 11 1 111 ►   	 r r p r ( ^00
	2i	 0,09000:00:9:4 ►► } 01r0#I#1 #11 1#: 	$0Q
	
23	 010#00090909002 91^969tAr0r9 1	 1	 1 69590 ► 0
	
24	 pro:$ ► $60rQrgr2010 90909092 ► {^^{r^`r1rQr0
	
2!	 # r r 0 0 : 0 : r2: 1 ^rQr0 ► 0r 9 r 4 0 r r 0r000
	
6	 090,909000900009.4 t0 00000 0 9 0.0 000.0 0
	
27	 UO U901010r0r4910rj09{Or100t001Or{0910 ► 1091001093
pp00G00p0,00





9 6 1 1 iab b
a
0
: e r 0 6 9 9 r 0 r r: 0 r: r	 S
	31	 0,U:0r00ar2#9,9 ► 909,9 ► 99999 ► 99196 0
	
32	 0,0:09 0 0 2 0 9.909.9:999 ► 999 9 9:991, 1$ ,3
	
3?	 9:004t 910#{0:909:909:9:9:9:9 ► 9rH:0r9r1
	
;s	 n: 5. 9.9.9 9. .9 9:90901:u:1:6:1.0
4 9 10 1919 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 169 9 - 9 9 961 -oi0i0r0ja
	
31	 69698 ►
 0^r^r^ ► ^r 9 r^r i : a ► ^: 9 r t 0 300 Oro
	
36	 a000a, 9006911r909r160r0:29999 ► 1r0:'000
	
3a	 09000,0 ► 0009092 ► 9970090 ► 6 ► 99901#0:0,0
	42	 Q#tl#Q#0,0 ► 000:20190:0 ► 0 ► 002 ► 909 ► 300:0
	
41	 000#00090:0900261r0r000r0r6 ► 8r8r7:Or0
	



































































AS#"NASAIII.OLDT FOR CR MCD ON S NAY 60 AT 11!41111
	
I	 Cr^iri!•ib^blr^bib^bbYrrYi^iO^bRbriiYb•iYrri^bb^^b'/1•*^•























'	 C	 THIS PROGRAM SETS THE VALUES of D AND E EQUAL' TO U AN O Y RCSP[I
C	 IN ONOEA 10 RETAIN VALUES or U AND V AT ONE TIME STEP LAG
	
.. Y	 Cf^rr^^rirA ► rr^VP^kIU^YrM! ♦ rtNr!•r^^r^rp^^^^^r^rrr ♦ •^r^^ •^r^^i^^ryYNr^^
	
S	 SUBROUTINE OLOUVIToJ K #,IN # JN@KNAU;V .EI
	
S	 O W NSI^N UIINoJN ► KN^ptl11N,JN,KN1 ^o1QN0JNvKNIgETIN.JN.KN1
	














i0R CREATED ON S MAY 80 AT
	 1114712;.A► SA r flASA1l1.PpEll
I Cr«•+	 ^r^r+++r+rr^r^^^^•r^^^r+rrrrr++^+«^^^tt^^«^«+^^^^




SUBROUTINE PREILIEPS^MAXIT,IN,JN,P 	 ttTN,DPSX ,DPSY,fH , DI,210MEGA,
CMRH	 I	 J K,IY JW,DX,0	 EX	 IWN,JWN,A^t6P1







^! DO 10	 IWO:I,IWN
14 00	 1	 J1/:I,JWN
15 IW:14WN+11-1b0
16 1=1M
l6 IJIfJMMRHtIY,JI11.E0.01^60	 TO 57
19 li	 IMR" IIYvJIII.E0.11	 GO	 TO	 11
2C ii	 IMRHIIW,JWI.E0.21	 GO	 TO	 12
21 1 	 IMRHIIk,JLI.EC.31 	 GO	 TO	 13
22 IF	 IMRIIIIY^JWI.E0.4l	 GO	 TO	 14
22 IF	 IMRIIIIY,JWI.E0.51	 GO	 TO	 18
24 1F	 IMRHIIY,JWI.EO.661	 GO	 TO	 16
2525 1F	 IMRHIIY,JWI.E0.11	 GO	 TO	 17If	 IMRHIIIf,JWI.EQ.$l	 GO	 TO	 Is
27 IF	 IMRNII yy .JWI.EO.l01	 GO	 10	 19
ZE PN:. 2S + IP7IW-1,JWJ*PIIW+L,JW ►,*PIIW,JW-11+PIIW,JW#11- DL2*fHIIW,J1
!D 11 COONTINUE









3 9 PN:,2S+IPIIW•l,JW1+PIIY,JW-11+PIIW,JW1-1	 PSXII,.II+OPSXI1,Je111
40 CrOX/2•PITW,JWI•IDPSYII,J•11.OPSYII•I,J•141«OY/2-OL2*FHIIM,JW11
w? 14 CONTINUE
4T PN:.2S9IPIIW•I9JWI•PIIM	 JW • 11 + PIIW,JIe1 — IDPSXII,JI+OP5X11	 J+111+
r y CON *P IIW,JWI—IDPSYII,J;^OPSYII+I,JII+GY12-DL2«FHIIY,JW1;




































IF1EX.LT	 EP51	 GO TO	 0




ASA •NASAT11.P6ITEx FOR CREATED ON 14 HAV 74 AT 15849s42
^	 ( ttt^*^rt^^^^rrrtr^rrr^r^rrrtt^rrrt^r^^trt^trrrrO^^r^r^^^^^^t^rr^tr^t
i	 C	 ''THIS PROGRAM PRINTS UUI (HE VALUES Of NUMOER Of. ITERATIONS ANOFC	 RESIDUAL ERROR IN SOLVING POISSON4	 Cr^ri^t^rrJJrrrrr^rr^Jrtrrrrrttrrr^^rrrrrr^rJy^^rt^^^^^tJtJrtttrttJ^•
S	 SUBROUTINE PRI1fx1ITN•Exl












INEPAINTS THE VALUE	 OF U AND V AT ALL MAIN


























00 ISO 9=1 KN
YRlTE16	 1031K






00	 lSl 9=1 KN
YRITEI6	 lOilk













ASA0044SAIII.REA02 FOR CREATED ON 1 MAR 79 AT 12178136
1	 C•^•^•••••• ►••.••^••••••^••^••••••••^••^•.•.•r•^s^AArrA^Ar•^•••rAr•.AA
?	 C	 THIS PROGRAM RCAOS .,IAFE FOR DATA 'I FOR.THE VARIABLE DENSITY CASC}•0••00000.0.0.00.000,00.0Q,00.00.00.0.000.0.00001000.0••00^000••^00C^^
r	 SUBROUTINE REAO2IU Y YN PINTN l,J•N M Y INrJN,NN,lYN JYN,O,(,
'S	 CNN NY HI NAR MAN •^ ^H ^Y A ► aX 01 a! al fAUN t TAUY Y Y1^ WRH
1	
CIAOl1AH,lAV,^NT,MMB,^W,,B^C,f`UL9T,IY,AO,I^OW,TG,RRC^,IRE^,T0^TA11/





1]	 R[AO 1j J,NI,'^-1,NNI,J:I,JN),I= I,IN1,
Ir	 CIIIYItt,JrNi,N-I,NNI,J-I,JNI^l-1,1N1,O
IOII,JrN1,N-1,NN1,J=I,JN1,1=l,Ifll,
CIIICII J,NI,N-1 NNI•J-1rJNl,f=1 1N1,
1	 CIIIYHIIY,JII,NI	 -10NNl JY-I,JWNf IW-I,IWNI,
IN	 CIIIMII J,KI N :I NNI,J -I Jul 1-1 INI
'1 9	CIIIYRII J,NI O N= I,NNI,J:lrJN1jI- l,INI_
I^	 CIIIYRHIlW,JW,N1,N-1,NN1 JY-1 JYfll IW-I,IMN1,
21	 CIIPINTHIlY,JY1,JY-1 JYNirIY:I,Jyhl
22	 C IIHIIIVJI J-1 JNI l- I.1N1•IIHX11 JIr -IrJll) I=1rIN1 IINrIIrJI
21	 CI, JNI I=I, I N1 fINA1l1I,JI J-1 JNl,l-1 ^NI IIN^HIlY,JYI,JY-I,JYNI.




"WINI N=l NNI O} N-1•JYNI, W:IIYHI
7 It
	



















ASA •NA{A111.READ7h ELT CREATED CN 5 MAI 60 AT 11150120
l TNIS 5UeR0U11NE READS ANO PRlN1S iNE MAR L NAR MATRICES
y .:"	 C......^.«^«t....•^.^...«..^«^....^«^..^..^ «.1..t.«.11.7 ««•
C
	









•	 PRINT U to IM A64
l0	 300	 CONTIN^



























































C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES IF IN THE POLSSONS EQUATION
SUOROUTINE ROINtXlIrJINr1NrJNrK4rOX#0TPO1rROrAPrEULrH1•
CMA11 R}NIXONNOJNTI
DIMINNpp ION RI NIX IN.JN9KNIPgOIINPJNrKNIrXINT11NrJNIrHIIINrJNIr
C"OR100PJN1iJA111UrJM1
F IMARII P JI.10.01 no 10 101
1NTx110J.11 =0.p
IF 41"Oh ?J11aColl GO 10
IF /MARI1 P JIo(0.21 GO If! ^2/F IMARIIrJI.E gq w3 GD TO 13
1F IMARII.JI.fC.YI GS 1	 14
tf IMARII P JI.EC.SI GO 10 IS
1iOMARI(trJI.EQ,6` 1 GO TO 16
IF IMARIIoJI.00o71 fi0 10 IT
IF 104 ARIIrJ1.EG.e1 GO TO le









RX:02.14•IROII•t J P KI
O
ROII o 1 J K-I1ll-]flRallPJrKI•g011PJPK-111
C-1RO1jj.;•EE20jtxl•ROtt+2,JrN-llli/t4.OXl




RU 01_i iIM•1R011•11 JrNI • ROIIoI J M- 11•l^IR01IPJPK1oR011PJ.K•1!1
CGOaTO 10^JrN1•RO^I•TPJrK-!)1^/fY4^xl
16	 CONTINUR
RX:02 . 1 olI.1#JONI$Rol141oJ.N-11-11011-1.J.K1-11011-10JOK-111/14.0
GO TO 102
17	 CONTINUE







RX:02 . 1] • IROIIrJ KI•R01I:Jog-IYIoIROII-2PJrKloR012-2PJPN-111
C-4.1p011pp-IrJ,K1oA^01I-1.J•X-1111/1400X1
20	 C0NTINUE2


























DOM 300 1: I.IN
00 300 J:I.JN
IF IMARIT,JI.EQ.01 GO TO 301
80
if	 F	 00 1 0 14:2 Mtr)fl	 —	 n, UNx : l11111fx1I JrNI•NIWIAII^JrK'^1)1^10X /=) ^AP^[UL^NI^IrJ^
tl	 r"	 x N11IrilzmINillrJIrNSUNx
1!	 '31l10	 CONIIN,ur





IrCpOINTY FOR CREATED ON 5 HA-Y 80 AT 11954103
 11^11*^11*^11^111*1*1*1111**111•*1111**111**1111*1111^••It*^'
C THIS SUAROUTINE COMPUTES VP IN THE POISSONS EQUATION
Cn^rlw^*Iw1r^^^^*IIi1**1111111*1^^1^*1^*111*TIM*^1^11^1**1*•





DO 100 J: •JN
IF IMARII,JI.EC.01 GO TO IUI
RINTr1:,J l 11:000
00 1 n K-z,NN
IF IM4R11,J11 0.11 8O TO 11IF IMARII,J1. Or 21 U 0 12
1F INARIT,J1 9 0.31GO 10 3
IF IN A4II,JIrE0641 GU TO 4
IFIMANIf,J1: CrSI GO TO 15
IF IN4RII,JI O.i1 GO TO 16
IF 444P I,J1, 0.171 GO TO 17
IF ``MARII,J1•E0.•1 30 TO 16
IF IMANII,JI.E0,91 GO TO 9
IIF IMARII JI.E p0.101 GO 10 20
pY:O2/fR
p





RY-D1*14*IROI T J•(1,111 •ROII,J • 1 K-111-311ROIIIJ,K1•ROII,J,K-111






































IF IMAR1I JI.CC.01 GO 10 201






















11	 If IMARIi JI.Eq.01 GU TO 301
!0	 D0 710 9:2 NN











ASA •MA%A111.RmH FOR CREATED ON 5 MAT &0 AT 11156116I,	
iq THIS SUOR 0 UTINC COMPUTES VCRTJCAti YCIOCITIES A AT + HALF +^ +*^




DIM NSION UIIN JN t KNI VIINrJNtKNItWHIIWNtJWN9$Nt#HlIINtJNI
(^	 0 h NS ON MRHI^WNtJWN{
DO1^	 ^ o^ IW. t1MN
l^	 j Of 18 J4:
	 OO TO •
1	 00 9 MDl^^NMt
16	 1•
IW-KDt1
je	 p11Uxzl"l11+1tJ*11+IUIlfIrJ^I KItUlIt1 J*ItK.I1l*Hill*loJlo
t 9	 CIUII*IoJ MI • uu11 0 1 J.K • 111-HI1^ J t il w lU j l t J 9 KI*UIIgJ#11K•too4 1
	 WII J K.111^1149DXI
2 j	 OIHVT•lMIll +l Jt11o1V11tirJt1 KltVll • 1 Jt1tK-11loHl1LtJtll•
22	 CIVIIrJ*I ► KIOV^I,J#IrK"111"HIl 41 JI01Vi10ItJtKI+VII+1tJtK-11M
23	 C-H111 Jl . 1Vl1 JtK1tV1 O J K-11 z11 /14.OT
	o








MAv" (SAIlloRWR ELT CREATED ON 5 MAY 80 AT I115l15T











- ]	 C I H I S SUB R	 NEGRII,JTS;fTES REAV
	
VELOC 
r	 C'► +++•ttr++ttt ♦♦ t+••u•vtrr++ttttt+^++++► ant+rirt ♦ ^rttt«tttttt	 ,,,
5• 	C	
'SUBROUTINE RWRII#J K fIN	 iJfI:KNfuAvw WR^HI;HY HY Od;MAR)
i	 DIMENSION UIINrJN I^NI l , INWJNiKI WIN JNNI{N^^HI^N^IIJNIKNIt
CHILI ^JNI HXM1N:JNI HYiIf1 9 JNI # ARINgJNI
j +	 .,I IqIMK
`	
N1I#^I.LT.III D6 TO 1



















!!.N«ii#ii«A «###.l4!« N •ilii#Y###•##!#!###!!#i
C 44"10 ^OANT .
INC ""PUM IM VCRTI ;AL VeLOC/T/ts AT HALL
N ^.M•»#.i1!««♦4!!!#«.^lh#!i*#i####a iii#li^i#!!y*^liMw###!pi#•
s
3UOROUt Me RyRN111r1 ►1181NeJM+YN*J4"/MNs1MN1JMNiU1Y1YN1N11MM^HYq




4 UI^N+JN MNI Y^^M^JM.MNi1M I1MN+JMNwMN1 +HII14 0Nl1
• CNN I • NI•HY IN JAN"AN f4", ♦,JMNI
D1 NlON MR111{YN•JMNONN1
















+#1^" ^ ; J I +HrI ^ J + 	 %.
	






UAYMIUij+i+J^Ni+U11• .J• ^Ni^U1^^J+N1•Uil JJ«1lNI11i•
	
2r	 •	 WON O 	
1.0
yl'






ASA ONASAIII * S1ORE2 FOR CREATED ON S MAY e0 AT 1202130
CIAIIrIrrlrrArlrelrr*rr11A1rrArrlrinlrlr11rr9^rrlrrrrrr^rt,lAASlrrrrt^e
L	 THIS PROGRAM STORES THE RELEVANT DATA INTO FILE
3	 Gwlrr^rrrlwwllwl N Irrrrlrlrl y rlrlr1A1111AA11rrlr^rr^Arrrrllrr^Ir^ NIr•
RSUBROUTINE STOR172IU,VrWHrPINTH91 JrN IW JW INrJN,KNrIWNrJWNr0,E,
Gl
i
y%,N' N1 rAR MRH AI AH AV^AP D%,aY D DI Y^Ux TAUY Y WR WRH,
7^	 CTTO^I^Mr
iAVr !IMTr^8r^1/rlrb:C,IULrlriWr^0,k0i^^T rRRE^^fRE;,TOr/AM6
A	 OINENSION UIIN,JN,NNI VIINrJN,KNlr011NoJNrKNOrEllNrJNrKNIr
9	 C1IHIIWH JWN,NNI,PINTHIIWN,JWNI
l:	 DIMENSION HXIIN JNI,HYIIN,JNI O HIIIN,JN) MARIIN,JNIIMRHIIWN,JIINii
CWIINJN KNI WRIIN,JAI KNI WRHIIWN,JWN,KNI11	 OIMEAS16N rIIN JN,KNI,ROIIN,JN,KN1rTWIIWN,JWN,KNItROWIIUN,JWN,KN
13	 WRITE I81 OIIUII,J KlvK:I,KNI=J= I,JNlrl=1,IN1,
14	 CIO VII,J,KI,N.IrKNIrJ^1rJNIrI-IrINI
ClfiOII,J.KI,N=I,KNI,J=11JN1,I:l,ttN1t
16	 CIIIEII J,KI,K:I,KNI,J_1rJN1,I=1 1N1,
lr	 CI IIWIISJ:ItI r K?I K KN ► K JSI JJN)1U IN i^^1r•WN1,
19
CIIIWal1 Jr KI rK: I r1
-
kI,J.IrJNi,I.I INi2
C11{WRHIIW,JII,NY,K IoKNI JW:1 JWNI IW-1,TWNIO
CI{PINTHIIW,JWI,JWC1 JWNI'IW:I,IWNI
22	 C IIHIII ' JI J:I,JNI,I IrIN1,11H%11 JI,JcIrJNI I=1 , IN1 (IHYIIrJI J
23	 CI,JNI I - 1,IN1 IIMAAII,JI J-1,JN1 I=1 INI (IM^HIIMrJWIrJW.- 	WNI,




!	 C{IiWI W ' JW,KI K=1 NNI JW=I,JWNI IW =I IWNI
1^T	 C,,11ROW11W JW KI,K.I,NNI.JWC1 JWNI,iW-I,IWNI,







CREATED	 ON	 5	 MAY	 60	 AT	 12104120
.1 S•v«+-.P	 r' a 	 rr«••rr+«• •««^«•r ► e.rr+«r^r«•+rr	 *oos
.: fHIS	 SU8ROUf1NE ,COMPUTES SOUNOARY 	 TE,+IPERAIURES
I Crr+r+o+r+rrr+• ♦ rrro+,•^rorr^rrrr«• or^r+++r+rrr« •r^r«rrr^
4 C
6
'SUBROUTINE 1EM``71T	 a	 INJNeKNeT8DiPXv0Y9OZsMARvC9tHI#AN1rCWv







1^ 001	 D	 1:Ir4N
II DO	 IRO	 I:1rIN
DO 100 J:1 ON12, D HiUX:0.0
14 D1H1VY:0.0
IR D1TMZ-0.0
IS IF	 IMAR11IrJ1.E0.01	 GO	 TO	 30D
17
ID
IF	 IMARII.J	 .EU.1	 1	 0	 TU	 300
If	 IMAIIyeJIrE0.11	 r0	 TO	 11
IQ
ar
IF	 IMARI	 rJIj 0:21	 0	 TO	 12
Mii1(rJIsE0	 3: F	 I	 RII	
R D
	 13.1
21 IF	 IMARII I JI.EO.4)	 GO	 TO	 14
2Z IF	 IMARfIrJ1.EQ.51	 GO	 TO	 15
23 ;fF
	
IMAR IIrJI•E0.bb1	 GO	 TO	 16
24 .F	 IMARII.JEQ.71	 GO	 TO	 17I.
25
26
F	 MAR	 IrJ1.EQe81	 GO	 TO e18

















31 12 CCNT IW-',
3? LIX_.1111*1.JrK1-TII-IrJ.KI)/12+0X1
39 82TX:jT%^l*l,JeKf TII-I.JeNf-2rT1IrJ..Nli/fDxoOxl



































I	 K1 e 11f.
J
5 J-leKl-2o11I.JeK1)/IDY+DY)
61 IF	 IK.E0.11	 GO	 t0	 110
62 IF	 IK.EE2pQQ.KN)	 GO	 TO	 1211
6X CONTINUEOIS
65 D1TXZp.O







Q99N)	 GO	 TO	 120






DZTI:1111 . JeNe1^0TlIeJI)-2r11I.J.KII / IDZ+DZ1eK -
77 D1TT:0.7

































D21;:2.jT1I-1,J kl -T(I J,K11/10x•041
D2:1TIvJ^K11j+IIIIJ^K-11-2t•TII rJrKI!/102011
01TT:0.0
pp 21T:2.1T11 / J-! KI-T11oJIK11/IOi+OLI
1i IK.EO.1I GO f0 110


































	 COMPUTES	 TEMPEQATUAES AT	 INTERION
POINTS.OR 
6 C SUOROUTINE	 TEHI41i ► JrKrIVrJNr','fNrUrVrTrTOopltr
0
n
CUYi01 Y OTr1AlrTAHrTAVr e ]rHIrHXrHYrMANr A KT	 TREE	 TAMeI
HX1iN ► JNI ► MYIIN ► .INI•
1:11
DIMEN^Ia14 UIINrJNrKNI 	 VIIN J %11,1	 MT11NrJN	 ,
CMARIINrJNIrT1INrJNrKN1vgIOI	 NoJN,KN10NI1NrJNrAN ►11 *NMI -KN - 1 •
IZ DO	 1g 1-161N
1] 00	 1	 J - I'im
I14 1FIMQRIIrJ1	 E0661	 660	 TO	 100
`
15 FIWAR1JIELf!Il1G0G00T00iIOUIR Cpp aNE I X.	 -P
19 DIHTUK-IUIIrI	 J	 KI«TII+IrJrKI,HIII ► 1rJ1-Ull-IrJrKI *TII - IrJrKI
C,HIII-I	 J11/t^.bXI1^












D1TWZ-ITIj	 J 0 	It	 to 	 f	 JrK • 11-TII	 JrM-ii*Wll	 JrK-111/12+011
021X-1T11o1 ► JrK1+TII-IrJrK-2.TIfrJrKl1/IDX*OXI
21 IIrJ•irMlrTltrJ - 1rN	 -2^f	 IrJrKI!/IOY^DYIPITY-






34 IF	 IK.E0.11	 GO	 TO	 24

























COT	 J ► +D2TX.H11I	 *HY11rJ1+02TV•HII19JOI
COITAV/HIIIrJII+A]+02TZ190T•T:IrJrNI






;R^!IASAIII FLQ8 FOR CREATED ON	 S MAY BO AT	 12109116
t<^•••••+rare• •e••r•rerreer•+r•rrrcrerer•••rrrrrrrrrarr^r•
C PARIICULAR U
GRID POINT; fOR VERTICAL MIxING AT A
k C•+•• r...••••r••+rrr^+•r••rrrre^•r•rrrrrrerrerrrrr•rrrr^^
6 C SUBCRC OUTINE	 TEOBIIrJrk:IN.JN.NNrTtAAR)
I OIMI S4 !
 1 
T1A N^JN A NNI ' NO	 11	 JNI













	 !	 J^K	 +T x
EOIF	 1^	 11	 GOTO	 ?
is i f 	IN'E0'MNM11	 00	 /0	 6
if	 I'	









































ASS+HASAIII•T O R14K FOR CREATED ON 19 NOV 19 AT I1tI1"I
N i rr*Mw**rp *4 irrori/^rrr^R`OAr^^^m^^AM^Y^^r^^ ♦
r	 THIS PROGRAM P RINT IHE V A LUES OF 10wPP01ROM
C	 FOR LANE KE40EE
y	 ^ ^r^••+^wr^^wr+ wr^^r^^w^r^^r^r^^r^rr,r^^^^^i^r^^^rr^^^^G^^r^^^^^r^^^^i^
5	 SUIROUIINE IPR1Nk11lJ t kttIN ► JN ►KN ► 1eR0 TREFt MAR TACIULI
A	 DIMENSION 1(IN ► ylN # K1.IoR6IINeuN ► KNIIMAIIIN # JN1 9 AC1ULIIN ► JN ► KNI
7	
D
FIkN ► LE.6 GO 0 104
O1?1:1: 4
IC PRINT IIox d I/II ► JoAJ J=1 JNI
11	 PRINT 12#110;1 J t KI ► J:i JN^
17	 1	 FORNA^1' ►DENSITY3 %I^R11BEj5071 1TEMPERAI
URE'/(SMtAE15.711
14	 101	 CONTINUE
15	 SO 100 K"1 ► KN
0 Go
IF	 /ACIUL011tJ,KFI:T11 ► J K)
TACTULIf ► J KI:I1.*TACTULIj ► J ► K11rTREF
2!'	 IFINRRI ► J^•EQ• 1 TCTULI ^J ► K1=10000000.00
21	 1r0	 CONTINUE
2:	 00, 150 K=1 KAI
23	 4IE 6 1031 K
14	 00 14^ 1.1 ITT
25	 URITEI6 101 ITACTULIIoJ•KI ► J:I ► JNI
25	 140	 CONTINUE'
?.T	 159	 CONTINUE







NASAlll.u ► I FOR !CREATr:O ON S MAY NO Ai 121 710
	
1	 E+tt4if tf^fi^w1f44f•f44ii4i44i4ifi• fit 00i0iiiii4fiRf0i•
	
+	 tNts SuDR0UTINE C autCSt uu AVO v roR VARIABLE DENSITY
	
y	 F,44r'rn0ilfitfw44ft•rr^fn44iiiip0000Vf4f4fii„i4itfii0^^4000
C	 SUDqq,OU1INE II,y III ► J'KrINrJWt1NrJNrKNr11^lI1rJbNrUrVrDrCrNrGr0X ► f1YrOZrC q I” N'RiN1Y,[ULr
	4 	 CO+r Al AP R AVrA301 HX MYrP MAR)
Ot'1ENfI0N UfI? JNrKNI * VIIN J^I,KN ► 1911NrJN*XNlrf1IINrJNrN ►llr
	
l=	 Cr111M!JN0991,0 ^NoJI XNI O NIit rJNIrHX11NrJNIrHY INrJ Ir IIWNrdWN)r
CM f 4 J ►v1
	
I.	 DIMEU ON W11NrJNrKN1
	
I
{	 pp M t NS ON A 1 N N ►









11	 00 IDI_ :lot
	
I!	 og^IO 	 J-IrJN
	





25	 CIPY=IPItbI JWI-PIIWrJW-1)+PIIW-1rJWI-PIIW-1rJW-111/120DY)C+EUL$PI4INI J NI
	27	 11 DTiAVOAIIN^/1DZ4DZ1
	
2!	 C"IN111 Jf+AtHIII J1+11/Hl1I J11
	
Zv	 OIHUUXotUlltl J K19U114	 J I^f*NIII+I,J ► -UII-I'J'K)
	




it	 01 UVY=I IJItrJ+trK *J	rJ+1rN1i)II11rJ ♦11 -U11rJ-1rN1
C 4 VIIrJ-l ► K1 0 HI11 J-11 ► /120DY1
	
!	 OIHUVxnIU11+11J 1^1 0 VII+1 JrNI+HIII+1rJ1-UII-1rJrK1
	
34	 COVII-1rJ- I Hi1^-IrJi /If00X1
1SDIHVVY:IVIIr;I+IrKIvV11 J+rKIOHTIIrJ#l1-VllrJ-1tK10
	










41-	 0)VY°1Vfi J+1 N1 +V I! J-1rN1 ► /IIi0Y
	




r2	 O1VWZ:IVfltJr9+l116 II Jr14+I1-VIIrJrK- OWIIrJ7N-111/20021
ODUX : IU(I + M1rJrKIOUlI-IoJ # K1-QjIpJ,KI)	 OXODX1
O pUY=1U1tt1JJ ♦1 rN1rUI 1 J-1rN1-D 1rJrK11/1OY00Y1
	




•1	 OOVY:IVIIrJt1rK1+VIIrJ- tKl-E110 9 H) /IOY*DY1
	
44	 OOVZ=Ivtl JrK+I •VI1rJ
	 -11-EIIrJrt.11/lDZ*0Z)
	
r41	 H1I Jrltl= j OT/CI^I-AIi11S1HUUX+OIHUVY+HI11 J10DIUWZI-NIIIrJ1iAP
CC i DIPX + AN O Htt11 JIOIODUX+DDUYI+AHOHYITrJl*DIUX+AHOHYlIrJ1001UY
	




















^ • tr Y.r I MI! arM ♦ -•• •. M MlR cfI 0i+ x	 IR +!» RR	 {	 U! • 'I,eI,-t•
NASA f4A3AIII.UVTOP ELT CREATED ON 19 NOV 79 &T 11109119
C	 THIS PROGRAM CAhCULATES J ANO V VELOCITIES AT THE SU p CACE U51.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS)	 (0'^^eM ♦ ♦r ^^^^^1•^^^M^^^^^^f^.1•M^a^^rA^^^M•Ii^i^^^ ♦•11^N4^•+ ► *^^^^^^^^. 
•	 SUBROUTINE UVTOPIHrGrTAU11rTAUYri 4 ,oA 2rJN#JN NNrHIrHAR)
3	 , DIMENSION HIIINjJNIrMAR^(.IN#Jfi)rH^IN^JNoKNIrO1TNRJ.NoNN1
b	 0 800 I:1o1N
T	 00 800 J:IrJN
9	








1 ► 	 CHO
r	 ^
INASA111.WHAIIJ FOR CREATED ON 14 MAY 74 AT 15M$10
9AAnAVAA^rAAAVAAtiA^AArAAAA4AAAAAir+^iAAAAVMiAAiiiiitiAiiiiinrlriiVVAiA^
3	 VAL UES
y	 SUAFOUTINE {INAiIJI1^J^tt 1N Jlti^,a'pp^JNl!kN^I11N^JWN^W^WH^MAR1
y
S	 DIMENNStION WHI,TWN t JWN,KH^^WII1^4^jj KN!
1	 ODlM 55(t0^IN AAII149JNI
a	 IF IMARII=Ji^LT.111 GO TO 3540
10
	 00 3610 K-IiKN










IIASA+N A SAIll.4MTOP FOR CREATED ON IY MAY 74 AT 15150100
	
!► 	 CCv,•..v•...vevv$*000 •*v+*vv•vvvivv#v •vv.vv•i++vrv•a^v^vrr ►► AV^o^•^v
G	 1^'1S PROGRAM SETS THE VALUE Of IIN EOUAL TO TERO AT THE SURFACEG^^t^'^•^••rMA••^4tf'^•r• ► •1^^^••4••d^^^1'OY^^•Mf^^*^^N^*^•i•^t4.11•!M•^!••
	




M ENSION	 MRINI111N#JN IN
	
e	 00 7 3 8 ,l u ;jam
	9 	 if ImIt ►i1TN a ►+I+EO.OI GO TO 70g0
	










LISTINGS OF PLOT PROGRAMS
97
opr:artGv c, 1 . PLOtTtIT CNE^It^! JN :L5 1^1^C f 1 A1` 2:Sosw if 	 ^ar.frr•rr!► ^rrrsro ♦ rMrwr:^ i •• •I* ♦ ^solrr•+wk.r^.+erwrr•^






C SURFACC ^SOOW$ FOR INC RCOTON
c or
ai C









b u Ml' y O o mrNSIONAL I JE T IMC 10 OUR$.
1	 C	 i -.TOTAL ^IMULATCD TIMC IH6UR11. rr Ti1TS 75 NOT RCAF +•
L'fRShrAFO,^iitE,: 
VARIABLES HAVE UCLN bl!!54HII+,SD I W THE
1 5	 . rr,rbt0M*0r0*0409010040006lrt•w4*lraa*r ► 9*r^*fi^M*94y4MwM4irr^9*4•
PARANG CTER IN:17iJf^=?ArTM11=1Gr^1N = 19,1iN^5^HML^4^
Iti	 0	 (	 ,JN KNI,VfIN + ,yy N KN1, pp lIN JN ^NIrE¢! I,JN rllNlrC41M T+ 1WN,J N VR KN N2 ,11fiNr9N KN),t3RlIN JN,KN j NO ►1I IMF+
 341(,I(NIr
CHI 11#4 	 sAx N JNI
	
Y1IN JNI,HAlf 4 N JN1 " 14" III^1,
D j^NftS 011 Tk^I NIi1^IfJ^frK ►#1rOllN(JN I N^,PIIITI^IIYN t JMN
JNN1
trROuIIIIN,JIIN,
C a I1)14 fSs OH JI OF 11000)
RCA 5T j P1,2rP10rPµrPS ► CTTOT,NTIMEh1	 FO M A
 IP TSIIBUF`01000: 111
tsPLT=O
NTIHCcZ
'^ S CALIOREA02(1VHV^MHrptNTH 1,
	
,K IM J11 IN JN KN,
Cl1/NrJ61N 0 E,Hx
	




















r 3^ 0C33 JJ=111,JNNN
w4






CONTINUECALL PLOT 11Ac1 X Q g1,w31
56
CALL ECRMONtfl,fN .IA1,1,IM , 1 JN,a.7S,a.0 ^.	 N	 START,o .5 , g1iQ10rCIN$JA,START,19.0,	 . q ,O.Oro.br()00 "1rn2r^.q^tj•0,NPLT1
S 1 ..• • *••,S„ ar rr*,4,,,,,**,MMO,•^,,,,a,a*,,,M*„a,a,br*„a4a4
SA C ThC NEXT bb L;NCS ARE FOR DRA%ING THE GOUNOARIES OF THE














IA LI	 P LA T 1
4 	 • ^+ ' fr '	^	 ^ALL	 P	 71	 ,	 ,	 •	 •b ALL	 PL	 ;113.001.
	
021





AL	 PLOT111	 11	 zz
L	 PLOT11q.0^301.0^21
74 CALL PLOT(12.0,11.0 ► 21
75 CALL	 PLOT112.0,13.0,21















li CALL	 PL OT114491709021
d1
rr p0






	 .	 ,	 •	 ^
CALL	 PLOT194
	 r	 .0,	 1
At
17







AEL	 9. Q 2121
9T




9I CA IL	 PLOTS•0,1	 sD,	 1















PLO	 1	 .00	 e, .0,31
CALL PLO	 1100 5.0,21
1^2 CALL	 Pt.OTfI.3gI3.Ov2I











10E CA IL PL 0T11.00.0921
1C9 CALL	 PLOT13.0,7.Cr21









































CALL PLSTICn C y 0
I vj C
1313 CC r. *rTHE.orNEX**r*T rr*2S r*L .INESrr*r*****AREFOoi	 ► 1.*r * 	 CIOr***•WR TTING TT 14EHE C APT IONS OO FF THE13? C PLOTS.	 THE SPECIFIC USER MUST SCRUTINIZE THESE LINES
133 C AND MAKE NECESSARY CHANGES.




37 GAIL SYMOL.t0.0,O.f 0.14,23HFIG	 ISOTHERMS AT N= ..0,.2310135 CALL MUM^ERl999. 89	 ,0 1 4 PB4O.Or01139 CALL	 SY4 OL110.Or
	
.3,b•11 .09h	 LAKE KEOMEE-(RIGID-LID MODELI,O•
1w1 CIIIP6 .013.25.01GO TO 22 1 40:1 o ro 
21i1lrw 2z -s* eO L11 . O,D.O,D . 1 4 r2o115lMULATIO 'vS	 FOR FE6.	 26	 1979,CO!LL
!v5 GG R 123














1!1 CALL	 SYM OL(1.5,9.5,0.1,33NDtscHA1^LE
	
VELOCITY	 CN,%SEC.O.D,3
1531 CALL 14AIM6EIt43	 ,l.5r,0.1,P1,0.0
	 42)
CALL SYMEOLtt1 .5,0.3, p .1 29MDISIHARGE












NuMeEER3. ► 	 ,0o.1	 o. 00,..^Ll SYNBGLIIr r r^^Orl.30420UR^6IJ)T100CASEE fl
- U111J	 CJ^/SEC ,O.pr3
t	 1.L N,	 lC	 IERIJr •s, T.9	
.lr p 55r	 • 11}6	 CALL S%MBOL t 1.S,TrT,,
 R,1,31MQbT0AL	 IM11LATED TIME a
	 HRS9090 93111i `S	 CALL NUMEE R f3r1 r T •T,Qr1,P6,0.0 i21
^ e6	 cCA	 S gyB 1.11.5 ►
 T. 2,0rir20NLE?J TH SCALE ME?ERSJ,0.0,201
67 FAA 	 SYM8AL11:5 r 6:y M0;a T^ 2 Nv E 10 ^71T 6SCAlE16WSEC l, O.Or.^2111 b1 ALL AAIS14,L,6.




.EON e SwF+bn I  I tLUV k-Lr L^fEA7fb ON i"NA Y ttl AT 10 ,301 S2
1
c
Gr•••#.....• rr•. n s.•♦• r•..t.V.44.1rrr44..,..^.«..V.y..rlVrrrt
THIS PR ,^ OOSR';1 PLOTS THE U - V VELOCITIES FOR THE NEGION
w
C
THEIFOELLTSwING VARIABLES ARE READ WITH AtJ OPEN FOPMAT 	 I-
C P1	 : DISCHARGE VELOCITY.
6 C P:	 : GISCHARGE	 TEMPERATURE*
7








TO 01"CtASIONALI2E	 TIME	 10 HOURS.




Pb	 R	 TOTAL SIMULATED	 TIME	 IHOURSI.
	
Of	 THIS	 IS NOT	 READ *r
ALL	 ThE OTHER VARIABLES HAVE BEEN DLSCRIBED IN THE
;%
C uSERS MANUAL.
C...•r••.••..•••.•.••••...• r*rr rr. •rr..r•r•rrr•1.rtrrtrr^•r.rr•11
17 G
l9 C PLOT? U AND yy ON CONSTANT OEPTH SEECTIONS 	 1	 6RUARY	 1979 MISSI0111PARAMETER IN:17,JN:211,I11N:16 JVN:19 NN:S KND.?
it
2y
DIMENSION	 UIIN,JN,KNI,VIIN,JA KN1 9 D,IN,JN.KN	 ,{INsJN.NN1,
CMNIIVN,JM11.K111.NllNrJN,KN1,11RIINoJN,KN1	 4RHIlYN,JMIH,KN1,22





T	 IN JN KNI
OIA .4	 1	 k	 1AUf 1ID001










CALL REA82`U V, yH,PNTH'1	 J,K II M JtI IN JNYkN,
ClD	 E,^lX-HYaH I,MAk,	 RH	 II,^M,^V.^P.DX.
-ht,I.Pd

























3 IFIK.GT.11 00	 TO	 20
00 3S J:l ft































LDr=IDEP H /HI	 .J11•KNM1
75























AU-1DlIHJr31-22wUll	 Jr2lrUll	 Jrl.f1/12•9pD2+pp Z!
B{U^.14•UH	 3 wUIIr J ,11-u12,rrll l/12w0pZ11 3 ,9 21-





























1:1 C GOMATN. THESE LINES MUST BE CHANGED FOR ANY OTHER DOMAIN.
122 C••••w ww+w.••ww•••ww•w• w•w••.www••wwww•*•wwwwwwwwwwwwwww•w•w
1i! C
l2`. CALL PLO	 2.091.0931
126 CALL	 PLOTI12.0r6.0r21















137 CALL PL0716.0 9 4.0921
138 CALL PLOTl16.0,18.0,21
139 CALL PL0111400 0 18.0 2








14S CALL PLOTI .0916.0,221
146 CALL PLOTIC.O
	 17.0,2
147 CALL PLOT110.3r17.ur	 1





0 9 z	 ..
c
^	 1

















Al CALL	 PLO	 17.	 r	 r	 r21
^17.510.
16!
CALL PLO	 9.S 2





lb ► CALL	 PLOT16.0^6.^,21
17 N
IT 1





114 C6• * so ^^a^6^66$Os/66$r6••660004..66664-#6 y 6, 46404.^660^^^,^A
116 C THE WEXT	 25 LINES ARE FGR WRITING 	 THE CAPTIONS OF	 THE














CALL	 SYMSOLf p	,0^^^0.14 24HFIG	 VELOCITIES AT K= .0.0,241
CALL	 NU14BER119^^.	 Pt, 0.U,01rpp.1
lAA CAN, SVMtOL(0.0, 6.3,a.14r IL"	 LAKE KEOMEE-(RIGID-LID MOOELI,O.
1!L
C O
it	 6.GE.2S.0G0 TO 22
i fl :2 BOL11.0,0.0,0 14,2tHSIMULATIONS FOR FEU.	 26 1979,2ALL0SYM1 t m c^01012 3
191 21 CALL	 SYMBOL 11.0,0.0,0.1yoZSHSI14VLATIONS FUR FEa, 	 27	 1979,
192 C0.C,2t1_
19311	 y 123' CO^iTIppV9A L	 SYM8 0t (165,867 G.	 ,12MRUUN NO: L00	 ,0.09126
ISfi
CALL NYMBERl999•,99 ,0.1	.P10r0.0 O1



















CALL	 SYM60L{l GE	 TEMPERATURE:	 0,0.0,291
CALL
	
SIMBOLI4.I,t. 4 0.0^	 1H0 0.0	 11
CALL
	








.11,P q ,D.O	 •2/
CALL















Sr,1 R pp ``(1.5,7.2
	 20MLEN . TMCALL	 0.1	 SCJALEIMETERS1,0.0,201
CAC	 AXIS i4.1,7.2r1^I	 10., • 5,	 .O,O,L..v




























TM PL01S 	 419, 401, 	.	 VELOCIT1CS fOR	 1MC REUION





C PR : D SCHARGE 1EMPERATYRL.
7
1
Pic' RyyN NUN ((pp.












1; C P6 T lTOTAL T SIMULAlE0 TiME 01N0UitR/1 l. L ^iC TNIS	 IS NOT READ ••







C PA A I^g r0a INe	 Jk4?O KN. gg IVy Z	 JMN=19 MNM	 qq
OINEN1 ON UII^i^JN kNI r V1INOJR K^^ ► 01IN JAl	 N},EIIN,JN 1W) r21
:2 CIih11' M JVNrMNIr1i1IN,J^1 NNI,YRIIN JA1 NN{jMONIiYN JYN,KAI,CN((tN	 NI• gqXIINrJN1,MT^IN„1111,MA1^II1^ 	 JNI	 MRHIIMiI,JIINI
DINENNSS im
oN TYI YN	 y k I ►RG1IYrJN0KNIrPI^lTNI1NNrJYNl,ROYIIVNpJW4•
2 4 C0 To Im CE I ON' duf {10001)61
2921 YSCALE:20.0HB YL-0.33
NT1NC-3
31 00	 11	 IIIEy' 1,NTIMC
32
37
CALL REArZZIU,V,MMM,PINTM I,J,K IN JV IN JN NN,






CAI a CUp41Tri^,R0rRd04tT^,RRt<F,T1IEN	 Go












b3 10	 1:7	 13
CALL	 F ACTSAID.251
.L CALL PLOT10.0,16.0,





6"A jjRtIrJ1.LT.110	 GO TO	 20






AAlt: AK - 1 	
6A 
1«ySCALC•HM
T W=C .2« O^IIIAJ-AJ1•02OfAA%-AKI.*JI
S7SA Yr:AM All fARMIN/O .2SrAN1NlfYARMAX/0.2:11CALL	 AtI HOIAJ,AK,AAJ,AAN,TV1,b.0,121
So 14 CONTIfv C62 2'O CCNTINVE
61 C DRAWS NOTTOM SURFACE
NA GO	 10N_ ^^411'0JI.00.01	 32
OS

























A AI(: .MIT I	 J0144olj
CALL PLOT ^AJD,AAK,Z)
C[ ^.1..^..•^^^^^^^^^YN ^YY 1r • ..1 •....Y •^1^1^7.Y1r..YY/Y1^^^«^•
C	 THE NEXT	 7 LINES ARC FOR DRA411N0 THC tOUNOAR{ES of O TN N.CHANGED ► OR ANT 0 HER OMA C	 DOMAIN.	 TNESE LINES MUST 6E
c CALL FACTOR11.01










	 NExT	 25 LINES	 ARE FOR WRITING THE CAPTIONS Of 	 THE
PLCTS.	 THE SPECIFIC USER MUST SCRUTINIZE THESE LINES
C AND MAKE NECESSARY CHANGES*
C
( a.^f'Y^^YY^Y^YY•^^^^^*Y^^^^Y ^^rY^^Y^Y^^Y^s^*YY^^Y Y•^Yr^• ► •*•
C CALL SYM8o110.0,4.	 ,0.14,	 4NFIG	 VELOCITIES	 AT	 I=	 ,0.09241
CALL
CALL
4,	 B.O.Or01NUMBER	 3.4rl.Sr pp .
SYMBOL ^O.Or1.2,0.14,3eH	 LANE NEOWEE-IRIGIO-LID MOOfL1106
CO]el	
GE.25.01GO TO 22^ tve.
22
0 TO 23
ALL SYMBOLIl.0.0.9,U.14o2iMSIMULAT104S FOR FEB. 	 26	 1979, 
ZZ





































NUMBER 13.9 9 8.7,0.	 #111
SYM pp I1.SrB.S. pp .1rHTT0 T^L	 SIMULATED TIME	 :	 HRS,0,0,311
CALL NAIM	 E	 13469345,0.1rPer0.b,•21
CALL
CALL
SYM OL11.55 r 	 .QQr0.1: P 6HSCcALEES	 IHOR1(ZONTAL1	 0.0 191
ST MR OL11. 5 r 1 . y .0.1 20NLENGTM SCALEIMETER5Sr0.3,201
CALL
CALL





A11In14.1r7.0,1H	 9 00	 100 .D.r0.	 1291
SYMIOLI






























PCOII ► wUmow111.9Y CLT (REA14D Ott # 2&1 A* so AT'IL,h:i9
^11.111••/•A ♦+ ^/1t/++ +A.AIM
 1A^rA111AA1^1 •r1A1•/IIIIIIA/AAA•
C ^ 1 NTCRPSTM 




A [R[ IA6LCrS ARC READ WITH AN OPEN FORMAT i•
	6 	 C P2 a S15CHARAE 1[MPCRAi1^RE.
	
7	 C F1C: Ryy Af IiUMSEIG
	
a	 C PY : w 00 SPEED IMAXIMUMI.
	
119
	 C P! : CURRcee4To	
6gtt	 go ^L^jj'' 	tt
	
11 	 C P6 Z TOTAL
r SIMULAfEO f,TIMIHOu p Slu lA iE Qh1SR I5 NOT READ ••
	
13	 C ALL 714E gqTHCR VARIA9lCS HAVE BEEN OESCRIBEO IN THE
	
is	
[ USCAS MA90AL /
	





19	 PARA"CTCR IN= 17/J11:20 IYh=16,JyyN=9 	KN:S,KNMI:M
	
rq^	 0I^MCNSION UIIN,JN KAII s$IN,JN,KMl1 0 1 N,JN,IINIrEIIN,JNv4N1,
	1 	 CW 1INNrJWN/KNIrPIATH11VN,JJy
	
2:	 OIINC 5109p NXII p ,JN1 014YOU11NI HTIIN JNI, MAN (IN,JNI,MRHIIWff,JWN),
Cw1IN.JN IINI HRIINN ► N hNl yy^^QHI^NrJN*I NI
	
. TI 	 0114CAOSIaN T j INIJNr N^,NOIIN , JN,KNI,TWOINN,JMf1/
	2S	 CKNI RO yyIIYN JYN,KNI









	 00 11 NE1/ 1 NfIME
	
1J	 CALL EADZ U , V yyH P114TH I/J K IY Jw IN JN ICN
	
r	 CIr' t.^^YN O L E,I/i11INYjN1 , MA1},nRN SI I1H,1V.1P.dll, r3
	
3S	 CO79 4 9 0 # 1 AUX11AUY,UrYR URN If AI TAN rAV,AAT,CO,CY,
	
19	 CA6 C	 T,TYI,ROIROYrTf!rRRL^FrTIIEFrfO,
CALL NP OYS AUF 1000,1111
	
















51	 IF 1 10 AR1I9JI.LT.111 60 TO 20
AI=11-1111.0
	











	99	 YY=ANAWI ARMINI p
 . Q AMIINI lW ARNAA/0.2511
	






AA	 C	 D;DIAWSS BOTTOM SURFACE
	AS 	 iFIMAR1Ivi10 .111 GO 10 40
	































C iNC NEXT 07 INCS ARE FOR GRAVING TN[ CUNpAR t p S 0 r Th
C COMAIh. THESE LINES MUST 6C CHANGED fJP ANY O1hER bOMA^N.
C^^^• ^.r rrr^r.•rrrrrrr•rrrr^^.^/ 9lr r r r 99l . r rrrrr ^ rM ^.rr.^.•





CALL PLOTIG.0 9 0.0 21
L	 CALL PLOT 10.09-2.t;.-31
L..9.......^..r^rrrrrrrrrrrr••••r+sr^^^^.rrrr^ir•^r^Mirrr^•
C 'T<E VLXT 25 LINES ARE FOR WRITING THE CAPTIONS OF THE
C PLOTS. INC SPECIFIC USER MUST SCRUTINIZE THESE LINES





CALL SYMBOL10.0 9 1 * 6 0914 9 24HFIG	 VELOCITIES AT J= .0.0 9 241
CALL
CALL
NUMBERI	 .4.	 .	 t oo 14,PA.0.OrQ1






Z.' CALL Q.O.1492611SIMULATIONS FOR f[ti. 	 26	 1979,_SVMBOL11.O 9 0
` 6osit23







SYniO	 11.599.590.191214RQN NO: LOO
	 .0.0.121
NUMeE^12.6^9.5r0.1rP10 u.0001SYM VELOCITYCJj LL31 CM/SEC.0.093



































SYP20L(11. gg 9D. pp i0.1919h5	 ALrS	 1HGR Z0NT1	 1	 0.0 191
SYMBOL11.5.1.Sr0.1 20HLENGTH SCAL . IMETE	 S1090-O920)
CALL
CALL
AXIS14.1.7.5.1H	 .9d	 l.0 0.	 L..610.1





















	 14.1	 5.5	 IM	 x•091.090.90.96.1
-31iiPLte0TIl0.^r0•^J.
110 CWNiITINUE
$ .E CNKOTI CND
107








rR ROI/I 0CALCOMO T













ALCCOUR[LLINGILCHKONUIISP ASI T111 CATEOA BELOY N ANDP THEN^C
j e r -----.CALLING STATEMENT IS AS FOLLOWS ------









I C ---DESCRIPTION OF CALLING ARGUMENTS---
,








N • DITMENSION HHLINI
	
IN	 3	 ly	 LEFT





DIMENSION IN Y OIRECTION.
EX
	
INCREASES FROM WEST TO EAST AND Y INCREASES FROM SOUTH TO NORTH3
R C NEXT	 NEX2 9 NEY11.	 AND NEY2 DETERMINE	 THpp PORTION OF HH GRiD TO
B^ USED. NEXT	 AND NEX2	 ARE THE FIRSTCLEFTMOST] AND LASTCRIGHTMOST33'
!I
C
C ^OLWM1j5	 TO BS USED_	 NEY1_AND_NEY2_AFE_1hE FIRSTEBOTTOM3 AND LASTCTOPUSED3= i C ,r0	 0 sE U €Do	 [THUS ANY SECTION Of HH CAN BE
``y





3T C NcYl ) IN2
39 C N1 I& hEIGHT IN INCHES OF	 CONTOUR MAP BETWEEN LIMITS NEVI	 AND NEY2
t
4Y
c rID I:3 WIDTH IN INCHES OF CONTOUR MAP BETWEEN LIMITS NEXI	 AND NEX2
- e2
43
L PLTINi: IS STRAIGHT LINE PLOT INCREMENT rN	 INCHES TO BE USED






BUT CAN BE	 UP
LARGER VALUES CAUSE PROGRAM fO RUN A LITTLE FASTER. IDEAL VALUESINCE






.__D0 501E EXPERIM NTINS WITH IT. START WITH	 .03 OR 904	 AND INCREASE.
SAMFOR 
COUNTINGAUPLANDODOWNRTOAGEI^0TIERSCONTOURSVfALUESQTING 
POINT^	 IT rr	 US E D
S'B4J






EE	 ppooG54 c AN IS
	 RNOTE BEINITIALI7E R	 Y	 S IARGUAChTINMORDCRO.I^IS
j
NCLUOEOhA








IN31ANO IN4	 X AENDSTY DIMENSI
O
ONS or	 DIMENSION RGR,IOCIN30IN43
ASIA13 OUST
	








AS^PORION OF DATA ARRAY HH BLIND USED





; ANGRTNI ASOUTH. AEAS'Y	 ANp A1jFST CAN BE UYEO TO ELIMINATE ANY
to C NUKER OF 1AiCHES1	 " AhY SIDE OF F NAL DRAWING.
'Z C
C
FOR fl//LL DRAWING IVIT
	 N I(, T	 I	 AND W DT	 ) wig.
INITIALI2E ALL
	
A OVEdi AT'	 AMC{IMENTS Tb Z R0.
4







C. ELIMINATED	 SIDE 
EET
	 VHICh IT A^IIPL.TCOpSo
TOR50IMERWNAYSLI
























C.	 11: E ITHER dR So T" ARe Zilto qR LESS, CONTDUR'S ARE SOLID I. IW4-
C	 IF NO►Th ARE PDsiTIVE, CONTOURS WILL 4W DASHED AS FOLLOWS....
C	 PEN DOWN SFF.M ON LENGTH ) N ASHO*PLljNC 	 EPLTINC IS INCREMENT LENGT
C	 PEN UP SCCTIDN LENGTH ) NRASHU*PLTNC
CTHUS LENGTH OF DASHES ANG SKIPS IS FULLY VARIAOLE3
L	 XLARCL CONTROLS LAIELING 0 COi1T0URS. LILIES ARE LABELED
C	 ONLY IF XLABEL BEATER TH N ZERO. VAL E 0 %LAB L
c
IS HEIGHT IN INCHES OF LABEL NUMBERS. LINES AFE LAfCLED
C	 'WITH NEAR
^f pST iNMHOLCE NONMLOY RPAAA T UE ONU MBCR OUR . IIFINCLUOEL
c	 billhi Ci IS IS UED. SUBROUTINE ENDER MbST ^E CHANCED•
C	 SPTOUTII IS A CONTROL FOR VARYINC CONTOUR SMOATHi1iC.
C	 INITIALIZE SMOOTH TO SOME VALUE BFTIILEN .2 AND T.5
C	 CANY VALUE OUTSIDE THIS RANG! IS SET INTERNALLY TO I.QI
C	 LARGER VALUES GIVE SMOOTHER CHART WITH LESS DETAIL. Wh1LF
SMALLER VALUuES GIVE LESS SSMOOTHING AND :PlORE DETAIL.5	 RORMAL V LUE FOR MOST BUNS Si1YD 6E ABOUT 1.5^
C	 A411THING EESS THAN ABOUT 0.40 OR LARGER THAN ABOUT 3. IS
C	 PRCRpABLYIINO GOOD. BEGIN WITH 1.5 AND CXPERIMENI UP OR DOWN
C	 CINPUTYGRIONDATASVALUESRAREENOTLALTCREDYIURTHISDSMOOTHING3
C	 IRECCY IS PLOT TAPE RECORD COUNTER. INITIALIZE TO NUM6ER
C	 OF PLOT RECORDS WRITTEN BEFORE FIRST CALL TO CONTOUR SUBROUTINE.
C	 ALARGUMENTS•AREENOTGALTEREDEWIT14 N APROGRAMR,, I AND RETURNDINTACT,
C	 PLOTTER PUFFER APACE MUST BE SET UP AND CALL TO PLOTS
C	 MADE -_FOR[ FIRST CALL TO TNIS SUBROUTINE*
C








AL CALLp.H Q p
C	 SUBROUTINE ECHKOh * EACME	 LMAP BESC ARAPECPIOTURFCOko,
C	 NO INTERNAL MAP SPACING IS PROVIDED WITH PEN RETURNING 10
C
ORIGINAL ORIGINCLONCR LEFT CORNER] LT COMPLETION OF MAP.
	 ETMuS IT IS SIMPLS TO PUT MORE THAN ONE SET OF CONTOURS
EQ	O SANE MAP]
A OUTSID IETH AISSu gI RdUTIM A. THIS SUBRFUYINC EDRAWS CONTOURS 0 0 LYC	 I1ITH INCOMING ORIGIN BEING LOITER LEFT CORNER OF CONTOUR CHART.




SEc ABOVE COMMENTS FOR DESCRIPTION AND USE OF ABOVE ARGUMENTS
COMMON /STRCON/SMHI SMYI,X,YnXGRID YGRIO.CUTOF,SOHI.SppilIrTMA%.%PP.











NHL SUAR01/TLME FOR CONTOURING SCALAR FIELD ON CALCOW OR MILGO TYPE PLO'
I=IMAP.1
RLTf((,. NOTl0 OxMA T I//
.121UN01
X 1lNCONIOYR MAP,1 qq .``X 4 NCNNCOMING ,11RGGUMEfiTS Ft1L
	 1MITE ^12 . AN:X1.NCA`2
 EY1•^IE1f2 , NI. yID,PLTTNC,SAMCON.COM
`Q^y,//
 lMT2 tN;. y^
12 4	 Il. %.63HIN1 IN2 /^CX1 NFXj 1EY1 BEY? HI MID PLTINC SAM CON CO
11N] T `NJ ^NM./t / ,?K,615r1f10.M 3f12.h.21101
2M``RSR oTNI REC C Y^
2B I G . ANOR TN,A^0U TMrAEAST,AWESTrNDA7;HDrNDASHU,XLABE .
l li FdRMAiI/. X,TOMZLIT 2BIG ANORYN ASOUTH AEAST AWES' NDASNG NOASIIU X
2LASIE SMOOTH IRECCV,//,2x,Zf12.3,MFIO.49216r2F10.3,16./1
109
}	 ! ^^jjAAACCTT IICs






















p X2-N E X	 *1
-I.EY1 *1
179 Vx.GTT.3.ANO.NOY1f•LE.IN3.AND.NUVY.GT .,R.ANP,NUVX.LE.IN4lG0	 10 4
!NIt '. 7






SIP ^F NUVX OR NUVY LESS THAN 4






























21^ C CLOSIT 15 VALUE FOR CLOSED CONTOUR CHECK211 MMX 1=19KIN 121 pNmYl=`11EY1
41 13 •NNxI1NNNMX1I=-
11 NET 1N Y1111
217 C
2 11 C Nexr DETERMINE MAX AND MIN VALUES IN SCALAR FIELD
21 9 2M AYrNMINEXI.NEY11
^.» zM111 =201AX
M
1.AIC- >11 .NEA 2
di?
09 ., 4,PI ;NEY2
?2r
IIIHII'dI.•ZMAXIZMAXZHHIIroil









N^E SSXTNCcOCQQTTERMINE BOTTOM SIARTING VALUE FOR CONTOUR LOOPpV
32 P;AL:P%,AL*COMNINCGO 10 34
.33 31V IFI``PVALy-CONINC.LT .ZMINIGO TO 35
























































CONTOUR LOOP • START$ OICLOW AT STiATEA/ N1' 34
THIS LOOP OETCRMINCS 01444 TO START A NCW CONTOUR THEN CALLS
ISUROUT#NE CON IN TO DRAW EACH C01(TOUR. EXIT I^ MADE WHEN
ALL ONTOURS CGAIPLCTEO.
MOM ARE 2 SCANS FOR^  EACH 
SS
CONTOmot VALUC. F`IR51 WITH VARIABLE OUTS AS
SIARTiNG S POINT CLOSE$1 T 70 UPLOT L PEN 5 POSITIONp15 I SSLECTCD^INR EACII CASE.
IFIPVAL.GC.2MAXIGO TO 110
OUTS-..FALSE,00 37 2=1, NI
no 37 gI N2
H I D ^9r:0
80q00p 10000 I--1jNZz
1 pp







Do 4FC K=1 4
iFIA S1H N1KI'P y A 1.G .PVOL GO TO 400
IFIHl^1NI.GC.PVALMCN3KI : PV L+PVOLIfIHE IK1.(.T.PVALlHCt11X1=PYAL-PVOL































Xc ►GRtIT*LOATIJ)-3l+IPVAL-HEN(211/IHEN131-HEN12III60 TO q5
























11'T nC`^E aNG NN
xtl .-xJsi ll
3 3 IN CO0TINNC	
ii








101 OAMATNX E13.^5	 fl
NCx
	
41ALL	 u R UtINE CONLIN To ACTUALLY DRAW CONTOUR WITH VALUC PV
3Jr3 C CALL CONLINIHH,IN1rIN2,RGRID,INJ,INN1




AFE OTHER PVAL	 CONTOURS
?3u G 708C BRAWN.
R ^'
1] 3310'aa	 612SILO TO338 103 OU13^-'+TRuEs
3 40
X4 1 C
PVALCPV612	 1 * komTWC
INCREMENT CONTOUR AND GO TO TOP OF LOOP FOR NEXT COWTOURr
4 110 C ALL^PLOT(0.,0.,•31





' 41' 115 FO ppMA1,,^,``	 ^I,11H, ^ON10U1^ MAP,13,24H 6EGINS WITH PLOT RCCORD,13,1+1N









A'HM4ST SGUARES,I4r12H ON CONTOUR	 1F10.2,/1
CON T OUR








rC...SuMCf•(I1.(ONLMIELT" 09GATE0 ON Z TVL" 71 AT 21111.44
k	 SSU^ RR DU TN( '011"I" jN# N'	 1	 K 1COiALI1l17 ST4COM/SN1il.Sdill^Jlr^i+ ►^R^O I YG^T r ^JYYf SINI Sgq Nlr1MAX X"I	 Y yPPrCG16 ► .J Y NKUR .1DOO NUVl! NUVYrraRTH ► SOUTH EIIST ►M^S( ►CLITvClI1GY
i	 (CL A ► LCLY ► INL7 ROSo C INC ► E OSIf ► pVAAL ► PVGL ► NENTEAvHINUN NhAII ► NMY1NMX I t NN 1;MOStNC,VALLIN I NINC ► MAXCROrVHAT ► LOA SHI ► L^ASMZr DASHER^
L	 ^pOLA`3Oyy
•	 pl14rof WON NNI tNii IN 1 clot 44p21 ► AAPL071275/211hAX141 ► LEXE1419
1	 ZGORD14Q0 t21 N1PP3140^
9	 INTEGER AAA IDI3N3 Th41
LOGICAL INCS ►DOLAj% ,0A3MLR ► CLOS/OUr5gDA5kIX
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALL[O TO DRAW EACH INDIVIDUAL CONTOUR
l y	 L	 Ir VOLAOS ENTERS AS TRUE, LABEL CONTOURS IIIT14 14EIGOIT 14INUH14	 DASN11^'"OASIKIt
17	 1F,DGLAASILABL "--O
19	 NCS".F LSE ►
xYNAItc-
















19	 GO TO 400
of	 f	 CAW SETUP. $E6I14 LOOP THAT piCKS LNACT STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTED TRAVERSE
4:	 C
41	 250 IFINCORD.LT.V001GO TO 252
r4	 MRITEI4 2S11NCORD&VAL
,:	 2SI FORM A TIJ ► 2X ► ISr14H
gq
SQUARES LINE ►F10.i92X ► 7HSHUTOFFI









IPPS UARE RTOO ESMALL. CONTOUR
L4 t	 LAM1EASSOCIATEpTC^IOaFCCH^FK YIIIEM SSI TO A OVE.	
ARRAYS









57	 YD-Yp•YYSppS!	 IFINExET . E4.11LZx = LZX-1
: q	 IF(NEXET.E^O.31L x-L X•
t-	 IFIN x T,_0.21LZY=L Y*^
61	 IF1NExET.EQ.4ILZY=LZY-162	 IF(LZX.LT.I.OR.LZX.GE .hLr4X160 10 730
c3	 IFILLZZY.LpT.A.OR.LZY.`GE.WUVYICO l0 130
c5	 2IOUT3xANp. ►JCORD.fMiT•]IZja %L701.AN4.SgRTIxD*XO•Yl1bYO1.LC.CLOSiT.ANp
b6 60 TO 700
je`	 701 GOAL
L~730eEQ'OILARLIT=-1
7.	 rvw NtIN	 hEIIET^7t	 1Nl11 .(^T.?^MENTER=f1EXiT-'j
Sir$I.
75	 400 OXj=X 1G-x[fID*FLOATILZX-ll






kl	 ^ 1. M t wii 
,91^^1 1 orZ tT6RI.,
n:	 J:LZr•NNVII
START EXIT POINT LOOP
66	 L	 MA11111:HH11rJ1t 7	 MAX 1	 : ►IH I J• l l
el	 NAX11:HH11sI/J•1)
49	 14AXI4 1 :HHIJ•i,Jl
S1	 DICI^JSIMAX(f1
4
1-PrAL1 GE PVOLAO ^O 1l01








1L^	 1' I11 •	^'^
'p^+	
I^IlII•Cp.4lI2:I	 ^	 ^
IC T!	 57ATCHENT BELOW SELIECTS SIDES YHAT HAVE txlT POINTS




gl_	 GO TOM 2 9 424 42694291•II1
422 OVL-IIPVAL-HA1111/1/1AAX12)-NAX11111+YGRIO
1k	 Ox2:q•
113	 SO TG 430











1: °_	 C	 UNLESS &C 14AVE HULL POINT SQUARC • NUMOUT SNUD K 1 WITH OUf AT 0X2, OY2l:o	 IrINUMouT.A1t.1160 TO 432
l^7	 NEX,ET:NN
1:9	 432 IFMUOYj	 T.tp.2460 TO 430
13-	 431 WPTE li . 4361LYx.LZY hU110ur FWAL x4IG `IG





	 tf	 ^	 A
Ili	
Z	
& W113AINSNIOMYPEROOLIC ECONF URATION
A
















14S	 yl9 0x2- ppEINNN11, 1
146	 OYZ:CIGEINNI,P1
1r!	 GO s0 414
i. •	490 ON2:CIOEINN2,11
1.7	 OY2= I EINN2,:1	 i
c
414 IRT
 l s,1.ZY1: 11)•NENTtQ•NtXar

















l e g	 LEXiClYlle
	
^!T	 LL, pfxyISz 11: 1,4
	






1?^	 41! N YETCI
	173	 O :C10Elii, r
	
l7i	 -	 0	 Dir 	
END NYPCRSOLIC GRID SQUARE SECTION1 7	 41465' I^NOD 9^4:p•TGR,IOifLOATILxY
	
1T^	 1Ft50G1Rt1l,(NXAZYI.CQ.0.R F1DIlY




le;	 RME-	 XX590ig q•YYS$oYYin^
	









lAA	 2012tlXSatVVSQtHYPE,NENST,LCLM LCLY,NCORO XA,YY
	
i1 s!	 397 GORTOTI/o2X,4HHEREr4lIOc/r2Xrj1F10.5, /,^%,4I1D,5X,2F12.i,/I1
	
!!17	 396 GO TO 250
	189	 C	 LINE SEGMENTED CONTOUR TRAVERSE 110W COMPLETE. NEXT f DIVIOf THIS
	
191	 C	 TRAVERSE INTO NRINC EQUAL SEGMENTS. THIS NU ER I. FUNCTION NOT
lilC	 CNLY pf LENGTH OF TRAVERSE, BUT OF TNCOMING ARGUMENT SMOOTH, MIf11CH
	192	 C	 CONTROLS DEGREE OF SMOOTHING DESIRED•
11 •
	







S!	 qA C:HYPTO /FLOATINJEIWCI
l^r • Ifl•NOT•CLOS.ANO NCORD.GT 1.AWU.MR1AC.GT.I1G0 10 1341
	2L3
	
if CLOS.ANO.NCORb.GT.S.AN .NRrNC.6T.21GO TO 734
GO TO 502
	
::3	 C	 19EXT, SET UP ENTRY AND EMIT SLOPE RATA FOR giRST SESMERT SEFARIE
	
4	 613T[RENG MAIN CURVI{,INEAR INT R OLATC Ado PLOT L OP.
	
:L	 C 734 XNiS --Xx
	









:12	 DO 740 1:1,NCORO
	
21'	 IF(ll•NIPPSII ► .GE.HANC)i0 TO 7442
	
214	 N:10014llrilil
	214	 XENO=XXEND	 I^CORDi, 1
	
216	 71,0 YENO=Y El 1)*CORO1
	
? 1 j	 7412 X=ImAwC-HS
	
219	 X[ "p =XfIID.X*CORD12,11YCND=YE1/O # X$COR0 I F p21
:XfNB`XaE!
'.	 SI	 Nr	 QRT11IX5.XxSap9yTs wvysgl









^ I	 J50 SA Mt _ ti' MYPE
	
























































IP► SIJI.OE.HnNO)60 To 7557
►PSIJI




























00 074 I=1 MCORD
IFCN• lPPS1II.0E.ZANC)GO 10 7616
1	 +NIPPSIIII





	 I ► 21
L
oRTlxKS^•xx^Q•YYSO•YTS41
E.T..00011 0 TO 747
=YYSW HYPE
=xx5?/HYPE




.f^TNC,GO s^ ^ - 9f. EST.00 f.ND.GT -CAST .OR.YlHO.LI.SOUTII.OR.YEfW.(iT.YORTN)














"frI	 iR1^!i! C GSfNTS4NDIC[ T SRE4^ Njtt TiNO R^OSNIN^I^D^EO^	 ^yy^^?
I C AND COUI ARE S{NE AND COSlM[ OF TRUE GXl1	 AN1ilC
121 L
SOUL
34AG AND LANG ARE $ING A00 COSINE OF STRAI4NP LINC ENTIM M T CONNECTOR
!j! C 6961N •SGCTION • THAI ANIERPOLATCS AND PLOTS 1140 SEGMENT
^:5 L Ai+TP S,SLAITtCRJVG-CCNTiSANG
326 C:CENT•CANG•SENTOSANG
3?'3.1









-i	 IC139 +5v TY	 •q1
ll	 rr







NCXTNS10gEnP0IN75RTHRUTYH2SSSGMENi FOHYFINALFAOJRSTIANDUPLOIU GU NUTS'
391 IFININC.LT.2751GO	 TO	 $953H.3
^5
454
WRRITE ! g1 4S4lPVAL r	 EGGoVY88LG iiLMU,s








	 IS	 100	 SMALL*
FOR If1FREQ0ENT MESSAGES
	
DONP Y01(RY AQOUT	 IT	 SINC! LA-Cx OF
CLOSURE IS ADJUSTED auT.
	 IF	 MESSAGE PERS j STSr
*	 7 C
EITNEP	 INC1IEASE






• tI vxFLOTININC,21 :TY
]7762 IFITTP.LE.NTP14AX1C0 TO *150




!72	 C	 BEGIN SEGMENT PLOT LOOP ---- DASHL,O OR SOLID CURVES-----
173	
C	 SUCROoOUTIME ENDER IS CALLED TO LABEL LINES
! 75	 00AUiXER -1rNIHC
577	 V:V•YER
7;	 rll•U11-xXPLOT! yy
!	 iFIX.L111yy^^7fT.OR.W.GT.EAST.04.Y.LT.SOUTN.OR-V*GT.VOItTI4100 TO 60S
^e2	
IF agCjAG2 .TO 603
!F]
	 i7II ►ER.E0.21CALL PLOTIXSEG-WEST.YBfG-SOUTNrsI
:e4	 603 nxxp^{25	 TfF =YJY1{y
t
►1(ZI PPpP-K ST*
IrALLL - 	1M01i0 10 SI^^	 a-	 I^.	 pp
18'91	
3FFIILLAL,T.EO.OICALL ENOERIX0XoTQj,PVgLrI1
Im	 fi0y IFIDASHIX . A pO.IPER.E '0.2160 TO 41,5
► .	 CAL P ^rIXUX9YUYrIIER1

























^R1X - 11115 T,I-sou W PVAL,II
CpNilNJ[
C
ENO) AOJUST AND PLOT SECTIONis
Q19 WSypM-NI/GG .IAINC
429 Tp1-ToT.OINC*rLOATiNUNC)






r?: 700 (Luf1?rQ.NRINCIGO TO lf00
rie WyPM:HVPFOR42'. SEtOT-Soul
.2s











END OWN CURVILINEAR INTERPOLATE AND PLOT LOOP
vtiI C SOO




CALL CNDERIXMAx rMAX,PVAL 21
Ii1.00i.CLJS.ANa.LABLI1T.Ea.I1CAL1.
.115 ENOCRIXUA^rUYrPVAL^IIIi INUGG.LE.MOSINCIGO TO 502
4117
SLNC' yY	 P AL


























• L J003. (141014 EN^F 'SR 1f ' ISO ou R1^ JYk 1q Arrw 2^1g1As
COMMON % qq[NO PHjal)^;Wool"AGIIALAS.yLAS
DIMENSION 0131
C	 Thl; SUBROUTINE IS CALLED TO LAbtL CONIOUR,S
r
DN:^ RT IM-MLASI M-!W-11LASI-!T-YLAS • IY-Y AS11




CO E0.21i0 TO 1M
D^ I:A S,Y1^OOEIK:1
=;aSIX1r3














IFIJJJ.Ei . 21CJ TO 333



























,► .. w w •	 .. n ► . w
nr,1 CD17 000[.1 OOCIUOi
OP PN P.O..i3OHeOIAOT ANMI.1iMPN 010tl/nlpO P P DM a 10r.1)pCollis M..00P MAnJ•OD ••* -•-,.....•000000OO DOOOO OOOO O U
• • • . .... • •• • •
000017 t7^7DU000
OD 007(;0 no 0*010,0 OCMDUCM00 D0o0r)OODO mr1000000QO	 0000'000000000 0010. O.Im m•Or-NN AAhlrhr•FnA
^,ry^.ry_rsr!r!r!tacirse+s.i
;.of	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1$
	 1	 1
pMOfAAMiaFc..S W.. P f O• OEM
'. N. Mal N111/11	 .+8lt'S OOPO^.P PO P P 01; ►,P Pw
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WIND SPEEO ("AX) 
	 x 4.511 "/9EC
CURRENT(JOCRSEE FLOWN 4.8 CM/SEC
TOTRL 3IMULRTED TIME
	 1.0 1 HRS
010,
LENGTH SCRLE ( METERS )	 C: 00 ____ ^ ^  ' DD
A	 a
^`nL
ISOTHERMS AT K= I.
LAKE KEOWEE-LRIGID-LID MODEL)





RUN NOI LOO 6.
OISCHRRGE VELOCITY 	 :
 7-42C"/SEC
OISCHRROE TEMPERRTURE: 31.7^C
VINO SPEED (MRX)	 a 3.09(1/SEC
CURRENTCJOCRSSE FLONIs 1.1 CM/SEC
TOTRL 3IMULRTED TIME 3 1.01 HRS
010,








t^ t^ ^ f I r r i i^
t	 e	 r o r r






VELOCITIES AT K- I.
LRKE KEOWEE—CRIGID—LID MODEL)




RUN NOt LOO O•
DISCHARGE VELOCITY	 sr 7•42in/SEC
DISCHARGE TEMPERRTUREs 31.7 C
MIND SPEED (MAX)	 i 3.09M/9EC
CURRENT(JOCRSSE FLOM)i 1.1 CM/BEC
.TOTAL SIHULATEO TIME a 1.01 HRS
^ 10'
LENGTH SCRLEtMETERS) 0 0	 — 61.00
VELOCITY 3CALEtCM/9ECl 0.00	 1 2.00
.. qb .► • .r	 t t t t •
r • . ^ t 1 1 + •
VELOCITIES AT K- 26
LAKE KEOWEE-(RIGID-LID MODEL)
SIMULATIONS FOR FEB. 27 1979
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RUN NO: LOO G.
OISCHRRGE VELOCITY 	 : 7.42C"/SEC
DISCHRRGE TEMPERRTUREs 31.74C
WIND SPEED IMRX)	 i 3.09n/SEC
CURRENT(JOCRSSE FLOW)x 1.1 CM/SEC
TOTRL SIMULRTED TIME a 1.01 HRS
MOs 
LENGTH SCRLEC"ETERS)	 0 .00 	61.00
VELOCITY SCRLEICM/SEC) 0100	 12.00
_ VELOCITIES AT K= 3.
LAKE KEOWEE—(RIGID—LID MODEL)
SIMULATIONS FOR FEB. 27 1979
}'
143
RUN NO: Lee 6•
DISCHRRGE VELOCITY	 7.49JH/SEC
DISCHRRGE TEHPERATUREN 31.7 C
WIND SPEED (MAX)	 i 3.09H/SEC
CURRENT(JOCRSSE FLOW# 1.1 CH/SEC
TOTAL SIHULRTED TIME 1 1.01 HRS,
w101
LENGTH SCRLECHETERS) 	 •0000	 61.00
VELOCITY SCRLECCH/SEC) 0 00 	 12.00
♦ ♦ ♦ ^ t	 1 •
1
f
VELOCITIES AT K-- 46
LAKE KEOWEE-(RIGID-LID MODEL)
SIMULATIONS FOR FEB. 27 1979
i
144
RUN NO & LOO 0.
O SCHRROE VELOCITY a 7.42jM/SEC
OISCHRRGE TEMPERRTUREa 31.7 C
9190 SPEED (MAX) 	 a 9.09M/3EC
CURRENT(JOCRSSE FLOW): 1.1 CM/SEC
TOTRL 31HULOTFO TIME a 1.01 HRS
w I W
LENGTH SCRLE t METERS l 	 0y 00	 G 1.00
\4	 0 .00	 12.00VELOCITY SCRLE t Cif%9EC l 	 __.._.__. -- I
VELOCITIES AT K= S.
LAKE KEOWEE-(RIGID-LIO MODEL)
SIMULATIONS FOR FEB. 27 1979
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